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Dear Reader,
Floating in a kayak next to the Squalicum Creek Waterway, I watched a 15-ton clamshell dredge *
plunge into the bay. The water erupted in a geyser as the scoop the size of two Volkswagen busses •
forced air below the surface. One hundred feet above in the arm of the crane, steel cables raced
through pulleys letting the dredge sink. When the dredge hit the bottom, the cables went slack and _■
then started to pull the dredge skyward.

|
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Designers:
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•

Like a whale breaching, the 39-cubic-yard dredge broke through the ripples on the surface offhe
water. Carrying 60 tons of mud, the dredge maintained its upward flight and arced through.the air
♦
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to land on a barge where the sediments were dumped.
The Squalicum Creek Waterway is a monument to Bellingham’s history of industrial develop
ment. Despite the city being built next to and on top of tide flats, city planners wanted a deep-water
port to serve industry and commerce and plotted the channel in 1892.
Sediment from the Nooksack River and Squalicum Creek settles in the waterway‘requiring it to
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be dredged every six years to maintain its 30-foot depth. Each year a dozen mid-sized freighters and
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fish processors use the waterway. Most of the year the waterway sits empty. The dEedging operation
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I watched cost taxpayers $1.3 million.
Bellingham Bay shows Bellingham’s past like no museum ever can. Dl'edging the Squalicum
♦

Creek .Waterway is one of the more recent exhibits. The sediments I.*saw showed a history of
^
# floor reflect a longer and
dumped tires,
and lost golf balls. The sediments coating the rest of the l^y
*

more disturbing legacy.
♦

♦

Mercury, wood chips, sunken boats and municipal garbage buried in* the sediment give testimony to
♦

how we have treated the’bay. Along the shore. For Sale signs on fishing boats and closed mills tell of a
«

«

shifting economy. Out in the bay, Lummi Island and Portage Island offer stories about land use and population growth. Somewhere in between, seals come up for air, octppi lurk in the shadows and salmon
maintain their seasonal migrations-v-. serving as a reminder of wKat the bay was before development.
For this issue of The Planet, we turned to Bellingham Bay in hopes of gaining an understanding

♦

«

of the place we live. We found those working on mitigating the pollution and cleaning up the bay
frustrated. We found declining bird ‘populations. We found industries adapting and serving niche
markets. We also found eelgrass coming b^ack and honest efforts being made to ensure the mistakes
♦

♦

of the past are not repeated.
We cannot turn our backs to the bay because it is* inseparable from Bellingham’s future. What we
can do is learn from the contaminated sediments and* understand that whatever we puf into the bay
'.will be dealt with by the next generation. It is our choice whether they dredge up healthy, clams or . ‘
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ofd‘ tires and .to^jic sediment.
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Thanks to: Jason Russell and Jeremy Jones with Washington Divers for the underwater photography. Whatcom Museum for
help with historical questions and photos. Kate Koch for the cookies. Matt BucTjer for the desperately needed interruptions.
Robyn du Pre, Chip Hilarides and Mike Stoner for repeatedly sharing their knowledge of the bay with us. And thanks to all
the other members of the community who answered thousands of questions.
* * . ^
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This issue of The Planet is printed on
Living Tree Paper's Deja vu Matte. The
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Shifting Shoreline
by Annie Johnson
Bellingham Bay tells the story of both the Lummi people
and Europ.ean settlers. The changes of the last 150 years
are indicative of Bellingham’s changing attitude toward
the natural world and its resources.

50-50

Vested Interest

by Ben Broc\haus-Hall

by Laurie Ballew

Thirty years ago. Judge George Hugo Boldt handed down
his ruling for U.S. v. Washington. Known as the Boldt
decision, it reaffirmed treaty-fishing rights for
Wa'shjngton state tribes and sent shock waves through the
fishing industry that are still felt today.

They have attended more meetings and spent more late
nights at the office than they would care to admit. But
these dedicated individuals have willingly made sacrifices
to ensure the clean up of Bellingham Bay is done with the
bay’s and Bellingham’s future in mind.

♦

•

•
■

Economic Evolution

Trash Transgressions

by Seamus Burl^e

by Gig Schlich

.

*•
In the case of the CorhWall Avenue landfill,*hindsight
is
♦

Industry on Bellingham Bay has a long and storied past.
Many of the businesses have disappeared and what is left
has had to adapt, evolve and specialize to remain prof
itable.

28

Lost Flocks

most certainly 20-20. While dumping municipal and
industrial trash on shallow tidelands seemed lik^ a good
idea in the 1950s, the consequences of the act surfaced in
1992 and have plagued city officials and planners sin.ee..*

by Emily Butterfield

Grounds for Dispute

While once plentiful and diverse, bird populations around
Bellingham Bay are decreasing. Many experts believe that
human disturbance of the environment has led to the
decline.

by Jamie ClarJ^
30

Connected to the mainland by a small strip of land that
disappears with the tide. Portage Island represents one
dispute between Whatcom County and the Lummi
Nation — one that remains unresolved.
«

Sea Change
Growing Grass

by Nausheen Mohamedali
While Bellingham Bay has faced years of contamination,
life still fills the waters and conditions may be improving.
From octopi to seals to sea stars, a variety of marine ani
mals call the bay home.

by Drew Swayne
Most people never see the bay’s meadows of eelgrass but
they are vital habitat. The eeigrass provides food and shelter for a wide variety,of.marine life. Local environmental
advocates are working to ensure that eelgrass has healthy
places to grow in the bay.
♦

33

Wreckage
by Ian Alexander
On the water, boats can bring people pleasure and relax
ation. Below the water, they can cause serious harm to
water quality and marine life.

Public: Access

35

Rural Character

by Laurel 'Kaminsfi
Garbage dumps, boulder-lined lawns, boardwalks and short
pebble beaches make up Bellingham’s beach access. As
Bellingham’s economy changes, will opportunities arise to
*
improve waterfront access?

by Lucas Henning
Residents of Lummi Island are struggling with expansion,
a growing population and the debate over a potentially
overtaxed water supply. While trying to maintain the
island’s small-town elements, residents are facing plans
that might change the character of their island.

38

Keeping Tabs
by Joni Schijfner

*•

Wendy Steffensen’s days revolve around protecting
Bellingham Bay and’the surrounding waters. As the
North Sound BayKeeper, she keeps her eye ©n the natural
environment and government plans. She serves as an edu
cator, advocate and watchdog.

The Planet Magazine is published three times yearly and is dedicated to environmental advocacy and awareness through \
responsible journalism. The magazine is written, designed and edited by students through Huxley College-of the Environment.
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BY Annie Johnson

HORELINES

From the 1890s through the 1920s, waterborne traffic thrived on Bellingham Bay as lumber schooners,
steamboats, ocean liners and freighters carried their cargo between the port city and other ports on the West
Coast. As the community around the bay grew, buildings and marinas replaced the trees and tideflats.
Richard Vanderway, curator of education at the Whatcom Museum of History & Art, said he thinks the past is
important to people in Bellingham.
“It’s important to them to know where they came from and why people are here,” he said.
Thousands of years before Europeans saw Bellingham Bay or set foot upon its shore, the Lummi called the area
home. Throughout their existence, the Lummi people have relied on the bay, particularly for fishing, as the main
stay of their culture and survival.
“Bellingham Bay is one of the areas the Lummi have traditionally fished,” said Leroy Deardorff, deputy direc
tor of fisheries for the Lummi Nation. “Lrom what I understand, the area was used in our culture as winter fish
ing grounds. Lummi’s feel they own the bay and they’d like to see it restored.”
The first Europeans to explore the Northwest Coast found themselves in a region distinct in climate, flora and
fauna. They met people who were equally distinct in culture. People have been on the coast for at least 9,000 years,
according to Wayne Suttles’ and Kenneth Ames’ “Pre-European History.”
The Lummi, like other Northwest Coast Native Americans, were foragers, living on fish, game and wild
plants. They had permanent villages with wooden houses, socially stratified societies and highly developed art
and ceremonies.
The first recorded European discovery of Bellingham Bay was in 1792 by Capt. George Vancouver. Vancouver
came to the area as part of an effort to strengthen Great Britain’s claims in the Northwest and weaken the claims
of Spain and Russia.
Vancouver’s ships were too large to explore the bays and inlets of the area. While the large sailing ships
anchored in Birch Bay, north of Bellingham Bay, rowboats took to the local waters on charting trips. On June 15,
1792, two boats under the leadership of Lt. Joseph Whidbey rowed into the inlet now known as Bellingham Bay.
Vancouver named the bay after Sir William Bellingham, controller of the storekeeper’s accounts for the British
Navy at the time.
When Whidbey and his men rowed into the bay, they saw trees measuring upwards of 200 feet lining the shore.
These trees would play a large role in the future settlement of the area.
Bellingham Bay tide flats in the late
1800s. Photo courtesy of Whatcom
Museum of History and Art

“The plans we had drawn as early as 1960 showed docks, wharves and
fish processing,” Glenn said. “We expected to have three of those (fish pro
cessing plants) around what’s now the Bellwether Peninsula. A shipyard
was going to be where Zuanich Point Park is.”
Today, the Hotel Bellwether, upscale shops, restaurants and offices fill
Europeans would again enter the waters of the bay. On Dec. 15, 1852,

the peninsula.
Glenn credits the formation of Western Washington University’s Huxley

two Lummi Tribal members, Ts’likw and Chowisut, canoed Henry

College of Environmental Studies with getting the Port to look at the envi

Roeder and Russell Peabody into the bay. Roeder and Peabody arrived

ronmental aspects of their actions. Huxley was formed in 1968 and the Port

with the hope of erecting a lumber mill to supply the state of California

started the application process for the development in 1969. Glenn said

with building supplies.

Huxley students raised questions about the environmental impacts of the

Roeder built a lumber mill at the mouth of Whatcom Creek, near the

project, which the state required the Port to answer before it would issue

present day site of Maritime Heritage Park. The creek provided power for

the required permits. The questions caused delays and the Port did not

the mill and easy access for ships.

receive a permit for development until 1979.

Roeder and Peabody named the area they settled Whatcom, after the

“Our project was delayed more than 10 years,” Glenn said. “Why.^

Lummi word for the creek, which means noisy water. As word of the

Because our society was finally being made aware of environmental degra

area’s natural riches spread, the European population grew.

dation being brought upon us by projects such as this. Up to about 1965

Four towns, Whatcom, Sehome, Bellingham and Fairhaven, dotted the
shore of Bellingham Bay. The population of the West Coast was increasing

there wasn’t the slightest idea there was something wrong with the filling
in of the tide lands.”

and the rest of the country was beginning to rely on its resources of timber,

In the past 30 years, Bellingham has begun to move away from its indus

fish and coal. Lumber and shingle mills, salmon canneries and shipyards

trial heritage. The legacy of 16,000 creosote-coated pilings, unregulated

eventually developed around the bay.

industrial dumping and landfills created from municipal waste has made

The northern part of the bay was a large tidal flat. The town of Whatcom

Bellingham Bay one of the most polluted bodies of water in the United

Up to about 1965 there wasn't the slightest idea there was something wrong
with the filling in of the tide lands.
Tomcienn
Former Bellingham Port director

had a dock that stretched a mile from the shore to deep water where the

States, according to the Washington State Department of Ecology. Today,

steamers would come in. On June 3, 1892, Secretary of War Stephen Elkins

both the city and the Port are working with state and federal agencies and

approved a system of three dredged waterways — Whatcom Creek,

private industry to mitigate the environmental damage done in the past.

Squalicum Creek and I and J Waterways — to eliminate the need for the

In 2003, the City of Bellingham and the Port formed the Waterfront

long docks, and marked those areas for future dredging, bulkheads and piers.

Futures Project with the goal of identifying possibilities for future develop

As the area around Bellingham Bay developed, the four towns began to

ment and creating a plan to implement these possibilities.

grow together. Many citizens advocated incorporating into a single, larger

Project Director Patricia Decker said the most realistic ideas at this point

and more efficient city.
On Oct. 27, 1903, after a few failed attempts, the citizens finally agreed to

include moving waterfront industry not dependent on the water to other

consolidate into one city — Bellingham.

enterprises such as passenger ferries to the San Juan Islands, hotels and

City planners worked to develop the waterfront. Between 1904 and 1910,
local authorities and the Army Corps of Engineers dredged Whatcom

sites in Bellingham and Whatcom County. At the same time, commercial
shopping centers would take industry’s place. Decker said the development
would allow for the creation of more green spaces along the waterfront.

Creek Waterway and used the sediment to fill much of the area around the

She said the group understands the history of Bellingham. People came

head of the waterway for street development. In 1920, the citizens of

to Bellingham because of the bay and the water continues to be an integral

Bellingham voted to authorize the formation of the Port of Bellingham.

part of the area’s character.

The purpose of the Port was to create and manage economic development
in the county. The Port brought new industry to the bay including the

“We know where we came from and we’re working to identify where we
want to go,” she said. “We just need a little bit of structure to get there.”

Intalco Aluminum Smelter in 1966, the oil refineries at Cherry Point in
1971 and the San Juan division of the Puget Sound Pulp and Timber
Company in 1926.
Former Port Director Tom Glenn saw a lot of change on the bay while

Additional reporting by Cetan Wanbli Williams.

working for the Port from July 1958 to January 1984. He played a large part
in the development of the inner Squalicum Harbor and what is now known
as the Bellwether Peninsula. Glenn said the Port intended the development
to provide more moorage for commercial vessels, especially fishing boats,
and expand commercial activity, which would in turn provide economic
stimulus for Bellingham.
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Senior Annie Johnson studies political science at Western. She has
been published in The (Vancouver) Columbian, The Western Front and
Sailing World Magazine.

BY Laurie Ballew
PHOTOS BY Anya Traisman

“Oo. A spout.”
“Oh! There’s another. And another!”
“They’re coming this way!”
Robyn du Pr^ environmental advocate and
former BayKeeper, will never forget that summer day 20
years ago when she and her family were waiting for the wind to pick up and
carry their sailboat across Rosario Strait out of Bellingham Bay. Two pods of orcas — one heading south and the
other north — converged where their boat was stalled.
With awe she watched the orca fins slapping, slippery backs surfacing and one full breach off the stern. Du Pre
said she will always have that memory of the bay.
Today, this aquatic environment is threatened by the effects of past and present industry. Since 1996, the
Bellingham Bay Demonstration Pilot Project, a mix of 15 agencies, tribes and businesses, has been deciding how
to clean up Bellingham Bay through a process never tried before in Washington state. Usually, large projects, such
as urban aquatic cleanups, involve multiple lawsuits among competing interests. The members of the Pilot Project,
however, are attempting to be cooperative and work for consensus.
Du Pre was the only person to attend every Pilot meeting during the five years she was BayKeeper — an envi
ronmental advocate and educator. She applauds the intent of the project but is also quick to critique it. She said
she worked tirelessly on the aspects of the Pilot she believed were flawed.
Regardless of the project’s merits or faults, however, behind it are dedicated individuals whose reasons for partic
ipating in the Pilot go beyond a paycheck. Bellingham Bay has influenced their lives, and now they are working to
preserve the bay for future generations. We have profiled representatives of local groups involved in the cleanup and
a representative from the Department of Ecology, which, along with the Port of Bellingham, manages the project.

200/f winter /
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Wenger knew he had a decision to make: “Am I going to bail out and
hide in the South Pacific or try to do something about it.^”
His fierce dedication to the natural environment is evident in his attitude
towards his projects.
“You can’t be in this work and not be an optimist,” Wenger said.
In 2002, Wenger was researching the declining populations of surf smelt
and Pacific sand lance, which are forage fish for salmon, at Cherry Point. He
and his colleague Joni Cameron noticed an abundance of creosote-coated logs
washed up in the intertidal zone where Pacific sand lance spawn. After
researching the toxicity of creosote, Wenger decided it was imperative to
remove the logs, and thus, he helped start the Marine Creosote Piling
Remediation Project.
Creosote, a petroleum waste product, contains more than 160 chemicals
and is used to treat wood such as railroad ties, telephone poles and pilings.
The soup of chemicals often contains polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons.
PAHs can cause skin lesions and cancer in animals, according to the Agency
for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry.
An 8-ounce glass of creosote would contaminate 15 Bellingham Herald
buildings full of water, Wenger said. One 20-foot log, 16 inches in diameter,
contains approximately 16 gallons of creosote. Only half a part per billion of
creosote is lethal to herring fish eggs and larvae, according to Bellingham’s
Department of Public Works.
Wenger spent a year lobbying Ecology in Olympia for funding but was
denied three times. Creosote logs, because they are considered a product to
be sold rather than a waste material, are excluded from MTCA and the
Solid Waste Disposals Act. But Wenger did not give up.
“I was not taking ‘No’ for an answer,” Wenger said.

Barry Wenger: Department of Ecology

When he finally received a $45,000 grant, numerous volunteer groups
helped remove 100 tons of logs from the Bellingham area.

Even though Barry Wenger studied biological, oceanography at the

Wenger keeps himself in check by asking: “Bottom line: are you doing

University of Washington for more than four years, he decided not to grad

something good for the environment today or are you just shuffling paper?”

uate. The jobs available in his field were either in the oil, mining or defense

His projects happen because he keeps one hand in policy and grinds the

industries or they required a doctorate, three years experience and were

other in the dirt. And Wenger knows the dirt well. He played rugby, foot

based in Louisiana and Texas.

ball and soccer in college. He plans to meet his boys at a local bar to watch

Wenger dropped everything and decided to travel in Mexico. He was sur
prised and appalled by what he saw. A Ford plant operated in the jungle.

some rugby footage next week. He uses times like those to wind down from
the hours he spends working to deal with the pollution in the bay.

Hepatitis was rampant because the drinking water was not properly treated.
“There was this juxtaposition of high technology for the Ford plant and

Chip Hilarides: Georgia-Pacific

absolutely no technology for public health,” Wenger said. “This was all
before environmental planning was even a term.”

“Chip, you’re so calm.”

Wenger is approaching his 18th year working for Ecology and is now the

During tension-filled discussions about environmental cleanups. Chip

agency’s senior environmental planner working on 70 different projects. Because

Hilarides often hears this from people. He simply responds, “I’ve been in a

Ecology enforces the Model Toxics Control Act (MTCA), which ensures feder

nuclear submarine at test-depth with the reactor scrammed and a fire in a

al funding for major clean-ups, Wenger plays a critical role in the Pilot.

major electrical switchboard. Now that’s stressful.”

When he returned to Seattle from Mexico, Wenger heard Ian McHarg

Chip Hilarides, who spent 10 years as a nuclear-trained submarine offi

speak about his new book “Design with Nature.” Wenger realized what

cer in the U.S. Navy, is now the senior environmental planner at Georgia-

McHarg spoke about — planning in ways that compliment nature rather

Pacific West. He oversees more than 20 cleanup projects at G-P’s plants.

than being at odds with nature — was exactly what he wanted to do.

Hilarides is important because he represents G-P, which dumped mercury

He applied to Western Washington University’s Huxley College of the
Environment and graduated in 1974. Wenger was disturbed by what he
learned at Huxley, too. Rachel Carson’s “Silent Spring” had recently been
published. Toxic polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) discharged from indus
trialized countries had been found in the Arctic.
“I’d go up to school and come back with three different headaches,” Wenger said.
He remembers saying, “If we’re in this bad of shape in 1972,1 don’t want
to have kids. We’re in dire straits.”

in the bay beginning in the 1970s.
“I wanted to go to graduate school and find something I could really have a pas
sion for,” he said. “The field of environmental engineering caught my interest.”
While still in the Navy and teaching full time for the Navy Reserve
Officer Training Core at Notre Dame, Hilarides completed his doctorate in
environmental engineering.
“I had always been an avid nature, get-out-in-the-environment-and-dothings kind of guy, so it clicked for me,” Hilarides said. “It interested me
because, one, it gave me an opportunity to get out and do something good for the

[8]
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world, and also, in order to understand the issues, you’ve got to have a broad dis

Mike Stoner: Port of Bellingham

ciplinary base. There’s chemistry, biology, engineering. It’s a fascinating field.”
Barry Wenger from Ecology said since G-P hired Hilarides, working
with the corporation has gotten easier.

Mike Stoner was a graduate student in soil science when Mount St.
Helens erupted. While some saw crisis, others saw opportunity.

“Chip is the first true environmental manager that G-P employed here,”

“We slapped together a really quick contract to go up and take baseline

Wenger said. “And it was an excellent move on G-P’s part since Chip has

information. We were flown into the pyroclastic flows that were still piping

the background and knowledge to fluently converse with our scientists and

hot and took soil, surface water and groundwater samples,” Stoner said.

engineers and then translate that information back to his management in

“Those were the good of days. I loved that.”

their terms. Understanding builds trust. Even if you agree to disagree, at

During his days in the field, Stoner said he would not have foreseen him

Between 1999 and 2001, Hilarides oversaw the decommissioning and

self in a management position.
“I didn’t even know what a port was when I was in grad school,” Stoner said.

demolition of G-P’s chlorine plant, a facility used to pulp and bleach paper.

Now, Stoner is director of environmental programs for the Port of

The process included removing and recycling chemicals and knocking

Bellingham. He plays an important role in the Pilot Project because the Port

down and recycling or disposing of major tanks and equipment.

is trying to clean up the past and revive the area’s economy.

least you are not guessing what the other party is thinking.”

Another of his projects was the capping of G-P’s log pond, an aquatic

The Port promotes economic development by leasing out property for-

area that contained contaminated sediments from past discharges and log

commercial and industrial development. It operates the area’s marinas,

rafting activities. From 2000 to 2001, G-P completed a capping and habitat

shipping and cruise terminals and the Bellingham International Airport,

restoration project in the log pond that involved taking clean sediments and

creates public parks and manages environmental cleanups.

placing them over the contaminated sediments.
The most frustrating part of his job, Hilarides said, is how long it takes

Stoner oversees about 15 cleanup efforts. The excitement in his job comes
from seeing his projects come to fruition.
“It’s really gratifying to see these projects actually happen,” Stoner said.

to begin a cleanup.
“When I see a problem and a solution, I try to bring them together as

“It takes years. The public process for moving an idea to construction

quickly as I can,” he said.

requires an absolute maze of regulatory requirements. You’ve got to meet

Hilarides spent the equivalent of three years underwater. Even though

federal, state and local requirements, each of which have a series of public

he’s now up for air, he’s hip-deep with the rest of the team, trying to reach

and agency meetings. So, when you finally get to a place where you’ve got

consensus — or at least a compromise — on how to deal with the mercury

approval, it’s oddly thrilling.”

G-P dumped in the bay.
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After leafing through his day planner, Stoner realized he had attended
approximately 400 meetings about Bellingham Bay.
He also gives public workshops on the Pilot’s progress. His favorite was

McKinley loves kids. With four of his own, he said children are ultimate
ly who he works for.
“Most of the people I work for haven’t been born yet,” McKinley said.

his visit to a fifth-grade classroom. The teacher had set up several aquari

While his colleagues may be in charge of making sure the recycling gets

ums with a layer of white sand on bottom and blue sand on top. With

picked up or the traffic lights work or the city’s drinking water is clean,

turkey basters and plastic scoops, the students had to “dredge” the blue sand

McKinley said his job is cleaning up the past and planning for the future.
The city’s primary role in the Pilot, according to McKinley, is to clean up

from the white sand.
“It made me a true believer in gender differences,” Stoner said. “All the

Bellingham’s old landfills. In the early 1900s, McKinley said it was common

girls did a really good job separating the two. The boys ended up stirring it

practice to dump garbage directly into the bay. When fishermen complained,

all up. When it comes time for dredging, I think I’d choose fifth grade girls

whoever was in charge of dumping waited for an out-going tide. When fish

to do the job.”

ermen still complained, the garbage was taken farther out into Rosario Strait.

Stoner is the father of three: a daughter who goes to Sehome High
School, and a son, who, before enrolling at Western, spent a year at a wood
en boat-building school in Port Townsend. His oldest son is now second

In the 1940s, instead of dumping into the bay, the city used garbage as fill to
make more land.
Three old landfills are designated as MTCA sites because of leaching
chemicals. Next fall, the city will begin to clean up the Holly Street landfill.

mate of a tall ship in California.
Living near the water seems to have shaped the lives of Stoner and his

The project will involve habitat restoration and a boardwalk.

family. This might be a reason people are so willing to dedicate their time

Stewardship is ingrained in McKinley. He learned it in Boy Scouts and con

and effort to the cleanup: for people who live near Bellingham Bay, the bay

tinues to teach it as he coaches baseball and football for the Boys and Girls Club.
“It would be absolutely horrible to know contaminants are there and not

becomes a part of them.

do anything about it,” McKinley said. “Stewardship is taking what you have

Dick McKinley: City of Bellingham
Whether teaching his son’s fifth-grade class about the scientific method
using banana boats and marbles or explaining how sewer treatment plants
work to the befuddled citizen, teaching is part of what Dick McKinley,
public works director for the City of Bellingham, does.
“One of the key parts of my job is explaining complex subjects in simple
terms,” he said.

and making it better.”

Harlan James: Lummi Dept, of Natural

Resources policy representative
When Harlan James talks about being on the water, his voice takes on a
soft, reverent tone.
“It’s beautiful. It’s a place you strive to be. There’s a feeling out there that’s

His son’s teacher wants him to talk about the Lake Whatcom watershed next,
and after that, international trade and finance in 20 minutes, McKinley said.

not in here. You feel lifted,” James said. “In here, sensitive issues attack you.
They just go away out there.”
James fished for a living for about 15 years and is now the policy represen

I
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tative for Lummi Department of Natural Resources. The Lummis have sig
nificant leverage within the Pilot because of their fishing rights in the bay.
According to the 1974 Boldt decision and the Rafeedie decision in 1994,
Washington tribes are co-managers with the Department of Fish and
Wildlife of the fish in their traditional fishing grounds and are entitled to
half of all harvestable stocks.
James used to fish for chinook, coho, humpback salmon and steelhead
until his job was no longer profitable. He said the saturation of the market
with farmed Atlantic salmon decreased the demand for wild salmon. In the
1980s, a catch of 80 King salmon might bring in $4,500 at $4.50 per pound.
Today, he said he could sell King salmon for only 50 cents a pound.
The populations of wild salmon have plummeted, as have the prices. In
the past 20 years, wild fish stocks originating from the Puget Sound and
Washington Coast have dramatically declined, largely because of habitat
degradation, James said.
James said the most challenging part of the Pilot is the reading. The envi
ronmental impact statement alone is 3 inches thick.
“There’s all the different languages,” James said. “There’s the policy language,
the technical language and the lawyer language. Put those in the same room and
try to come up with a consensus in one language we can all understand.”
Go out on the water, however, and the issue seems simple. When James
was fishing in the 1980s, the flounder he caught near the cement plant off
Squalicum Beach were puckered with crater-like sores.
“I usually take flounders home and eat them,” James said. “They make
great fish and chips. But something’s eating them away. You don’t keep
those; you throw them away.”
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Fish puckered with sores are just one of the signs that the bay’s environ

i: Barry Wenger: Department of Ecology

ment is in trouble. Cleanup is vital to the health of the bay’s ecosystem, and
people such as James are working toward that goal.

2: Chip Hilarides: Georgia-Pacific
3: Mike Stoner: Port of Bellingham

Robyn

du

Pre': Environmental Advocate

Even though du Pre was never officially a part of the Pilot, she worked

4: Dick McKinley: City of Bellingham

closely with the team when she was the BayKeeper. She remembers how easy

5: Harlan James: Lummi Dept, of Natural
Resources policy representative

it was to judge those who represented agendas that conflicted with her own.

6: Robyn du Pre': Environmental Advocate

“We tended to pigeon-hole one another and create caricatures of each
other,” du Pre said.
She realizes, however, that nobody, including herself, wants to be pigeon
holed and reduced to an agenda rather than treated as a real person.
“In a small town like Bellingham, there’s a pretty good chance of running
into one other at a PTA meeting, or maybe our kids will go to high school
prom together,” du Pre said.
She recently ran into G-P’s former environmental manager at the SeaTac
airport terminal.
“He saw someone he recognized; he hailed me, he hung out with me,” du Pre said.
They demonstrated that two people who often had conflicting goals
could climb out of those roles. When people get so involved and invested in
a project, it is easy to forget real people exist behind the process.
Junior Laurie Ballew studies English and environmental studies at
Western. She has previously been published in The Planet Magazine.

At

the end of

Harris Avenue past the Alaska Ferry Cruise terminal, several black and white photos hang in

a corner office of a gray weathered building. Rob Costello, dock master and general manager of Fairhaven Shipyard,
points to a photo of an old dock house that extended over Bellingham Bay. The same dock house still stands there
now, 100 years later.
The scene around the bay today reflects more than a century of history and a perpetually evolving assortment
of industry. There is more to Bellingham’s industry than gravel parking lots and chain link fences, cement gray
silos and cracked pavement.
In recent decades, society has begun to accept that local resources are not limitless. Companies in Bellingham are
beginning to adapt to this change in consciousness as well as the reduction of available resources. Fisheries on Harris
Avenue are no longer packed several feet deep with salmon, nor is the northern end of the bay jammed full of timber.
Costello, a life-long resident of Bellingham, recalls the days when the whole town used to smell like sawdust and
wildlife was a rare sight in the bay.
“I think the bay has become substantially cleaner,” Costello said. “I think it’s all for the best, too.”
A National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration ship was dry docked at the Fairhaven Shipyard on a cold
and drizzly February day. Underneath it, a worker in full rain gear stood pressure washing the hull. The ship
yard works on NOAA ships as well as ships from the Coast Guard, U.S. Navy, Alaska ferry lines and personal
yachts, and employs up to 150 people. The shipyard closed down briefly in early 2002 because of management
problems. Costello and Roger Hegwald, also dock master and general manager, began working hard in May 2002
to get the company back on its feet.
“There were times when we regretted coming back in here,” Costello said. “We took some crazy jobs just
to sustain.”
Most of those jobs were routine maintenance and repair. Occasionally, however, the company took other jobs, such as
hauling sunken boats up from the bay floor, Hegwald said. Once, workers pulled a sunken boat off the floor that was so
old and decayed that just as it reached the surface its hull snapped in half, causing it to crash back into the water, he said.
“We went from one boat job to one boat job,” Hegwald said. “It was exactly like living from paycheck to paycheck.”
Today the shipyard usually has seven or eight projects going on at once, Hegwald said. The volume of work,
however, isn’t the only thing that has changed about their operations. The Fairhaven Shipyard site has historical
ly violated pollution standards, according to the Washington State Department of Ecology. Zinc and copper from
paint and arsenic contained in sandblasting materials have been the largest concerns. In a sampling done in
February 2002, these pollutants exceeded allowable releases under Ecology’s Sediment Management Standards
criteria. The company has since installed catch basins along the edges of the property to catch any run-off headed
toward the bay. They also use tarps to trap airborne particles while they repaint ships, and do not use paint that
contains zinc or copper anymore, Hegwald said.
According to a February 2004 study by Ecology, the current environmental activities of the Fairhaven Shipyard
are heavily regulated and are not likely to recontaminate the sediment.
Increased environmental regulations have been another challenge the partners have faced while managing
the shipyard.
“They’ve been expensive, but they’ve been fair,” Costello said. “We’ve only got one planet, we’re either going
to take care of it or we lose it.”
One morning before sunrise, a lone fishing vessel made its way to the docks next to the Fairhaven
Shipyard. Nearly a dozen men in bright yellow rubber overalls scrambled around on the slick wooden dock
setting up in preparation for the catch. As the ship tied up, a large yellow and black crane whirred into posi
tion, dangling a trash-can-sized metal bucket from its end. The four-man crew aboard the 40-foot long liner
threw open a trap door and began loading frozen bloodied fish into the bucket. The scene is indicative of the
times. One 40-foot boat full of dogfish — only enough work to keep the processing crew inside busy for two
days — is a big change from Bellingham’s fishing past, said Tony Blore, vice president of production and
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“Gone are the days when American shores received 50 percent of the salmon catch (worldwide),” Blore said,
“The fishing industry is never going to be what it was 20 or 30 years ago.”
Arrowac operates on the same docks that Pacific American Fisheries, once the largest salmon cannery compa
ny in the world, owned until the 1960s. Arrowac has been in business for about 30 years, Blore said. Recently, how
ever, they cut wages, reduced the work force and reduced their hours of operation to save money. Just to stay in
business, the company has had to venture into new, more versatile markets. After measuring, weighing, cleaning
and filleting the dogfish, Arrowac sent them to fish and chip shops around London, Blore said.
Industry’s future on the bay is uncertain. Increasing lease rates from the Port of Bellingham and diminishing
fish catches are squeezing the wallets of local processors, Blore said.
“At times I feel the port doesn’t look at the industry now the way it has in the past,” Blore said. “I think there’s
an opportunity to have industry and commercial retail and tourism on the bay.”
The reverberations from the shrinking fishing industry are embodied in the warehouses of Bellingham Cold
Storage. The company, which has been in Bellingham since 1946 and employs about 150 workers, has had to
diversify to stay profitable.
Bellingham Cold Storage has run into the same problems as Arrowac. The company can no longer depend on
the abundance of a single resource to maintain their business. Shelves once stocked with raw, unprocessed goods
from fisherman and local farmers are starting to fill up with a variety of other foods, such as frozen pizza and
lasagna, said Stowe Talbot, owner and vice-president of Bellingham Cold Storage.
“Since the 1990s, to be located in Western Washington has been a challenge for us,” Talbot said. “So we’ve had
to find our niche.”
Along with the fishing industry, lumber and production have long been two of the largest industries on
Bellingham Bay, according to a Whatcom County study. Some of the sawdust that Rob Costello smelled as a child
in Bellingham might have come from the 75-year-old lumber mill site where Mt. Baker Plywood exists today.
According the Washington Department of Natural Resources, today only 54,400 acres of old growth forests
exist on Washington State trust lands — land the state uses to create revenue for public schools and other projects.
Paper and wood product companies are under increasing pressure from environmental advocates to protect what
is left of these forests. Mt. Baker Plywood has become Smartwood Certified to ensure this protection.
Smartwood certification ensures that the wood the company uses comes from designated plantations and not
clear cutting or old growth forests. Some wood is shipped from British Columbia and Southwest Washington, but
it also comes from as far away as Australia, said Ken Durland, lean manufacturing manager. Smartwood certifi
cation is one way Mt. Baker Plywood operates differently than lumber mills of the past.
“We don’t dump anything into the bay, which is different from 50 years ago,” Durland said. “Even in the last
10 years we’ve changed our business from peeling logs and doing skins to focusing on what we do best, which is
assembling plywood.”
Instead of processing large amounts of raw timber, the company has found its niche in high-quality, lowvolume production. Since 1990, the number of hardwood plywood companies has declined from more than
120 nationwide to fewer than 20, Durland said. With so few companies, Mt. Baker Plywood is able to sell its
product in markets from Arizona to Connecticut, achieving $5 million to $10 million in annual sales, he said.
“We like it here, it’s a good workforce,” Durland said. “We’ll just try and grow in our niche a little more.”
Some of the industries that were in Bellingham 100 years ago are still here, but they have adapted to the times.
These businesses haven’t completely changed what they do but rather how they do it. Lumber and fishing are still
important around Bellingham Bay, but the scale and method of production has evolved. Mass production is no
longer the norm. Companies are specializing to meet consumers’ demands while trying to deal with current envi
ronmental conditions. Industry must, by its nature, have an effect on the environment, but that effect doesn’t
always have to be negative. Mt. Baker Plywood and Fairhaven Shipyard, for example, are working toward the
goal of giving consumers what they need while still leaving resources for future generations.

Junior Seamus Burke studies environmental journalism at Huxley
College of the Environment. This is his first published piece.

i: Dock master Rob Costello stands at Fairhaven Shipyard with a current cleaning project, the Golden Fleece, in the background.

2:

Carlos Coranado sorts through an early morning load of dogfish at Arrowac Fisheries
dent of Bellingham Cold Storage, looks out over the bay from his office terrace.

4:

3;

Stowe Talbot, owner and vice presi

Ken Durland is lean manufacturing manager at Mt. Baker Plywood.
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=200 Western Grebe

Many bird populations in Bellingham Bay are suffering.
These numbers from the Audubon Society's Christmas bird count illustrate the population decline of Western Grebe in Bellingham Bay.
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Marine Park at Post Point in Fairhaven and

environmental consulting business, said she thinks pollution is one of the

stared through his spotting scope across the rippling, gray water and rocky
shores. He searched Bellingham Bay for a Bock of birds. When the only

main factors in the decline of birds.
Eissinger said toxins such as PCB’s, chlorines and heavy metals from

group of birds he found was gulls, Wahl shook his head in disappointment.

industry contaminate the bay. The contaminants can cause tumors, repro

Wahl said 30 years ago he would have had no problem finding a more

ductive problems and death to birds. Although the bay is not as contami

diverse array of birds on the bay.

nated as it used to be, the effects are still there, Eissinger said.

Terry Wahl

stood in

Experts have witnessed a decline in the total number of birds in the bay

Don Burgess, director of the Environmental Learning Center at the

area in the last 40 years, when bird counts in Bellingham Bay began.

North Cascades Institute, a conservation and education organization, said

Biologists, environmentalists and field observers said while many factors

he believes an increase in human presence has affected bird species in the

can affect birds, they believe a number of local factors, such as industrial

bay because it disrupts their habitats.

development, have led to the decrease in bird populations.
Wahl is a Bellingham resident and a field ornithologist who has been
compiling bird records in Washington and Whatcom County for nearly 40
years. Bellingham Bay has approximately 115 different bird species present
at different times throughout the year. Wahl said he has noticed a general

“We’re seeing a disruption of the quiet nesting (areas) as more people are
exploring the shoreline,” Burgess said. “They are scattering shore-bird
flocks and are disruptive to eagles and herons that are hunting.”
Wahl said he has also noticed an increase in recreational activities in and
around the bay during the last 50 years.

decline in the bird population in Bellingham Bay through various studies.

“(Watercrafts) are deadly for disturbing the wild animals,” Wahl said.

He wrote the hook “Birds of Whatcom County,” which was published in

Even kayakers can disrupt birds. Kayakers often do not realize that

1995.
Wahl began participating in the National Audubon Society’s ('hristmas

when they are quietly attempting to bird watch, they scare off a number of

bird count in 1967 to look at population trends in the Bellingham area. He

“Anytime you disturb a wild animal, you’re putting a stress load and an

also helped conduct the Marine Ecosystems Analysis Program from 1978 to

birds in the process, he said.
energy demand on it,” Wahl said.

1979 with the University of Washington’s School of Forestry. The

Eissinger said factors interact over time, making it hard to isolate the

researchers counted seabirds in marine waters from the U.S.-Canadian bor

exact problems that cause a species to decline. But birds can he good indica

der through the Strait of Juan de Fuca and the Strait of Georgia.

tors of problems below the water line, she said.

Industrial development during the last 150 years has drastically altered

“If they’ve changed, what else has changed?” Wahl said. “Ultimately

the area from Post Point in Fairhaven to the cement plant pier, located just

how does that affect us? I think it could indicate there is less productivity in

west of where Squalicum Creek flows into the bay. The development has

the water; food may not be produced there.”

affected the bird trends in the area, Wahl said.

Eissinger said she believes a species will need to approach extinction

“There is practically no natural shoreline from the cement plant pier to Post

before the community becomes aware of the problem because people have

Point,” Wahl said. “This area contains all the industries and marinas and they

other priorities. People are losing sight of what is going on around them, she

have had a major effect on the bay. If you look back 100 years, there were big

said. It is time for people to start taking action and the community needs to

clusters of swans on the waterfront wading around all winter. You don’t see

work together to conquer the environmental issues, she said.

them anymore because the area was dredged.”
Born and raised in the Bellingham area, Wahl can recall what the bay
looked like before much of the development took place.

“People need to support strong environmental legislation and enforce
ment of environmental law,” Eissinger said. “As citizens we need to be fully
aware of environmental platforms, support them and let decision makers

and fed on the tidelands where the marina is now,” Wahl said. “They came

know our opinions.”
Wahl has devoted his time to educating the community on the state of birds

in and dredged that all out, made the water permanently deeper and now

in Bellingham Bay. By carrying out bird counts for nearly 40 years, he has pro

we have practically no scaup.”

vided people with vital information about the birds in the bay.

“Every winter we used to have 600 to 800 diving ducks, which roosted

As a diving duck, scaup must be able dive to the bottom to feed.

As Wahl gathers his maps and scope to leave Post Point, he is saddened

Increased water depth makes reaching the bottom and finding food difficult.

by the statistics’ frightening trend. The numbers illustrate that the birds he

Ann Eissinger, owner and principal biologist at Nahkeeta Northwest, an

has spent his life observing are disappearing. Wahl plans on continuing to
conduct the Christmas bird count and hopes to see a change in the trend.
“I would like to see the numbers go up like they were in the old times,”
Wahl said. “Without a major change in the physical part and attitude, there
will be a continued decline.”
O
Senior Emily Butterfield studies journalism at Western.
She has been published in The Western Front and
The Current at Green River Community College.
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BY Nausheen Mohamedali
PHOTOS BY Anya Traisman
UNDERWATER PHOTOS COURTESY OF WASHINGTON DiVERS
Webber stood at the bow of the Snow Goose searching the bay, pointing
out and naming birds that flew or paddled in the vicinity of a group of 15
shivering students all bundled up in coats and hats. Herring leapt above the
water’s surface before disappearing back into the choppy water and a seal
vanished below the waves as the boat cruised nearby.
According to “State of the North Sound and Straits,” an annual report
from RE Sources and the North Sound BayKeeper, 220 species of fish pop
ulate the North Sound and Strait of Georgia. This includes eight species of
anadromous fish, those that migrate from the sea up rivers to breed in fresh

In the MURKY WATER near Georgia-Pacific West’s outfall line, an

water. Most fish species are doing well, but declines in stocks of Pacific her

octopus mugged local diver Richard O’Connor.

ring, rockfish and English sole have occurred because of near-shore devel

“I got into the water and there was this big octopus right in front of me,”

opment and over-harvesting.

O’Connor said. “I was holding a light and he wrapped himself at the end of

The report states that nine species of marine mammals are regular inhab

my arm, released it, shot ink and took off with my light. I don’t know who

itants of the bay — orcas, gray whales, minke whales, Dali’s porpoises, har

was more surprised at that time, him or me.”

bor porpoises. Stellar (Northern) sea lions, California sea lions, river otters

O’Connor said the octopus, which was about 6 to 8 feet in length, was

and harbor seals.

most likely a giant Pacific octopus. These cephalopods are the largest in the

Richard Osborne, director of the Whale Museum in Friday Harbor, said

world and can grow to 12-1/2 feet in length on a diet of crabs and other shell

harbor seals and gray whales are the most common marine mammals in

fish found in the sheltered waters of Washington and British Columbia.

Bellingham Bay.

Flushed daily by the tides, the fertile waters of Bellingham Bay provide
habitat and feeding grounds for passing gray whales and sea lions, resident
river otters and seals and enough fish and filter feeders to nourish them all.

“In fact, (right now) harbor seals are at their highest levels in recorded
history,” he said.
Bellingham Bay is a complex estuary, with five fresh water sources con

Despite the mercury, carcinogens and municipal garbage mixed in with the

tributing to its overall structure and function. The Nooksack River,

sediment of the bay, sea life abounds in Bellingham Bay.

Whatcom Creek, Squalicum Creek, Padden Creek and

Bert Webber, who retired as a professor from Huxley College of the

Chuckanut Creek provide a constant influx of fresh water.

Environment in 2003, said while problems associated with pollution remain

This water mixes, circulates and cleanses the bay’s water,

within Bellingham Bay, people should understand the bay is still a rich and

Webber said. Circulation moves deeper water to the surface,

diverse ecological system.

providing nitrates that encourage growth of phytoplankton

“To me, the most important thing is to help people understand that for
the most part, Bellingham Bay is a rich and productive and diverse biolog
ical area,” Webber said. “There are lots of things that live there.”
Webber runs the 65-foot charter boat the Snow Goose for marine science

and zooplankton, the base of the marine food chain.
“Those people who know something about Bellingham Bay
harbor and the contaminant sediments associated with GeorgiaPacific think that, ‘oh, everywhere in Bellingham Bay there’s

exploration programs. The program allows elementary and secondary

contamination,’ and that’s just not the case,” Webber said. “It’s

school students to learn hands-on techniques for navigation, plankton col

a rich biological area and the animals are an indication of

lection and identification and water quality sampling.

that rich diversity.”

Few people have an understanding of the critters that we
have in our backyard, let alone critters that would be
under the water. Robyn du Pre, environmental advocate andformer BayKeeper
200^ winter /
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The Nooksack River estuary is one of the most productive areas of the coastal systems in Bellingham Bay. It
supports a host of marine life and encourages the whole food chain, Webber said.
“One thing that is kind of interesting is that you look out there and you would assume it’s all the same,” said
Brian Bingham, who teaches environmental science at Huxley College. “It’s really not. It’s really a patchwork of
different kinds of habitats, different kinds of environments.”
Bingham said this diversity is crucial in providing habitat for the animals of the bay.
While marine organisms dominate life in the bay, no hard line exists where water stops and land takes over, said
Robyn du Pre, environmental advocate and former BayKeeper.
“There’s a lot of interface and interaction between marine organisms and the terrestrial ecosystem,” du Pre said.
She said river otters and muskrats are two examples of terrestrial mammals that depend upon the bay for sur
vival. They use intertidal and coastal habitats as feeding grounds and their primary food sources are small crus
taceans, amphibians, fish and birds.
Along the muddy banks of the Nooksack River estuary, river otter tracks are often found amidst the dense alders
and brambles. Living in dens dug into the riverbank, otters are a common sight fishing along the shores of the bay.
The Nooksack River estuary is in good shape, while across Bellingham Bay, marine life is getting healthier and
abundant as conditions become more favorable to growth.
Mike Macomber, head diver for Fairhaven Shipyard, said Dungeness crab, rock crab and shrimp are some of
the benthic invertebrates that have increased considerably in number, especially within the past six years.
According to the RE Sources report, Dungeness crab harvests increased from 2 million pounds in 1992-1993 to a
record 7.7 million pounds in 1999-2000.
Water quality standards are becoming more stringent and the bay is getting cleaner.
Ben Delzell, a diver with Sound Marine said that eight years ago visibility in the bay used to be 2 feet or less.
Now, however, he can dive into the water and see 10 to 15 feet.
“At the dock over by Columbia Cement Factory, there’s not a lot of crap anymore,” Delzell said. “It’s not ooey,
gooey mud. Life is coming back on the rocks, the crustaceans are coming back and it’s just nice. There are even a
i: Bert Webber specializes in the marine
ecology of Bellingham Bay.
2: A harbor seal rests on a log near the
Bellingham Shipping Terminal off the
shore of Cornwall Beach.
3: Starfish are just one example of the many
different species that inhabit the waters
of Bellingham Bay
4: Anemones sway with the motion of the
water in the bay.

couple of seals poking their heads out of Squalicum Harbor. That’s their main dinner bucket now. There didn’t used
to be one seal in that dang marina.”
From Delzell’s perspective as a diver, sandpipers, lingcods, bullheads, catfish and rockfish are all coming back.
He said that as far as the whole of the bay is concerned, things are looking good.
As the Snow Goose headed back into the marina, the sky turned a darker shade of gray and rain began to pitter-pat
ter upon the deck.
“We look at the bay and with the exception of some fascination with marine mammals, few people have an
understanding of the critters that we have in our backyard, let alone critters that would be under the water,” du
Pre said. “I know for me, I often have to cut a pause and remember that it’s not Lake Puget. That’s a thriving
(marine) wilderness and it’s right there; it’s like literally a mile from my house.”

Junior Nausheen Mohamedali studies graphic design at Western. This is her first published piece.
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the other created a fund to finance those actions. Boat owners must now pay
4?

an additional $2 for annual boat registration and an additional $5 for for

BY Ian Alexander
PHOTO BY Ben Arnold

eign vessel identification. DNR defines a derelict vessel as any vessel ille
gally left in state-owned waters for seven consecutive days, that is threaten
ing life or property, in danger of sinking or already sunk.
Prior to the legislation, no state body had statutory authority to address

WAS ALONE on a 38-foot steel Ingrid and I got in a storm and every

thing went wrong,” Bellingham resident Lance Amann said about the
time he lost a sailboat at sea.
As the storm worsened, water and air became trapped in the fuel tank,
rendering it useless and leaving Amann reliant on the winds. As he maneu

derelict vessels. The United States Coast Guard and the Army Corps of
Engineers have federal authority to deal with vessels only when they pose a sig
nificant threat to the environment or navigable waterways. DNR was forced to
rely on owners or trespass and nuisance laws to initiate vessel removal, which
often meant boats were left to degrade and damage the environment.

vered toward land, the 60-mph winds shook the sails uncontrollably. When

Sarah Wilson, program manager for the Derelict Vessel Removal

he finally neared shore, the waves crushed Amann’s boat on the rocks,

Program, said the program establishes a hierarchy system to help remove

which ripped a hole through the hull.

the most potentially harmful vessels first.

“I looked down and saw the water coming up and I watched the boat sink to

“There are quite a few potentially nasty chemicals on vessels — especial

the bottom,” Amann said. “I didn’t have time to get anything. I got so freaked

ly diesel and petroleum products,” Wilson said. “Lots of boats have PCBs

out I did this mountain man thing for 10 years — far away from the sea.”

in them, lots of hull paints can be up to 76 percent heavy metals.”

Amann said he moved away from the sea, built a cabin in the woods and

According the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration,

worked on a farm in Georgia. But falling in love with a woman and starting

although diesel can quickly degrade, it can kill fish, invertebrates and sea

a family reminded him of his love of the sea. He wanted his kids to experi

weed that comes into direct contact with spills. Diesel can also be fatal to

ence the ocean so he and his family moved to the Pacific Northwest 21 years

birds if ingested and can cause hypothermia if their feathers become matted

ago. He now builds multi-hulled boats, which are more difficult to sink.

from the fuel.

Amann’s experience and the broken hull lying in the waters of

At 59, Amann has seen his share of rough seas and raging storms, but

Bellingham Bay just below Marine Drive are testaments to the raw power

despite the dangers of boats above or beneath the water, he said he loves the

of the sea. But sunken vessels also pose a threat to marine waters. Filled

freedom he has on the ocean.

with fuels, heavy metals and coated with toxic paints, sunken boats pose

talking about multi-hulled boats with anyone. Well aware of the damage a

serious threats to the ecosystems of Bellingham Bay.
Dave Warter, operations manager for Squalicum and Blaine harbors,

sunken boat can cause to both people and the environment, Amann keeps a
close eye on the weather and meticulously maintains his boats.

said at least one boat sinks in either harbor each year.
“The real concer n of ours is any relea se of petroleum products

Amann said he still sails around the San Juan Islands and is interested in

f:

lube oil,

diesel and hydraulic fluid,” Warter said.
He said the owner of the boat is always responsible for clean up, although

Senior Ian Alexander studies journalism at Western. He has
previously been published In The Planet and The Western Front.

many do not have the resources to clean up the spills and raise the sunken
vessel, leaving the Port or Coast Guard to salvage the boat.
In 2001 and 2(M)2, the Washington State Ix'gislature passetl t\\''
bills regarding derelict vessels. One provided the
Department of Natural Resources with statu
tory authority to remove and dis|'K)se o
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A DIMLY LIT VESSEL LOADED with 16 cars slowly accelerates beneath afternoon rain clouds as it leaves
Gooseberry Point, Lummi Indian Reservation’s southwest tip. After a five-minute trip across Hale Passage,
the Whatcom Chief ferry reaches its small blue terminal. Cars unload onto Lummi Island where they fade away
into the fog. Here — nearly eight miles west across the bay from downtown Bellingham — the roads are as quiet
as the surrounding waters and sometimes the only things moving are trees leaning with the wind. When the sky
is clear, views of snow-covered Mount Baker to the east and the San Juan Islands to the west highlight the
360-degree scenic horizon.
Stoplights, Starbucks and sprawl are absent on this island. Except for Scenic Estates, a subdivision of closely
gathered houses, Lummi Island’s southern half is nearly uninhabited. Most of the residents live on the northern
half, which is flatter and lower in elevation. Yet, the island’s population is growing and changes are taking place.
Wells run low in the summer, ferry lines can take hours and, as more housing is built, many residents say the island
is losing its rural character.
For the past year and a half, the Lummi Island Planning Committee has been revising the island’s 1979 plan for
growth management, known as the Subarea Plan. The committee is aiming to improve groundwater protection,
limit population growth and density and preserve the island’s rural character. As the committee approaches the
final steps of the planning process, community opposition to the plan has increased because of a perceived lack of
community representation.
Before settlement, Lummi Indians occasionally visited the island to pick berries, dig clams, fish and hunt deer,
according to historical research compiled by islander Beth Hudson. In 1871, Captain Christian Tuttle, a whaler and
California gold miner, canoed to the island from Whatcom, the first European settlement on Bellingham Bay, and
became the first permanent resident. On their 320-acre plot of land, Tuttle and his wife, Clara, raised seven children.
Soon after, people traveling west joined them and the island’s population began to grow. Before the turn of the
century, the island had a salmon cannery, fertilizer plant and a shingle mill. After WWII, many people built sum
mer homes on the island.
Eleven-year resident Bob Busch remembers spending summers on the island with his parents in the 1940s.
Upon his retirement in the early 1990s, he moved to the island permanently. Since those long-past summers with
his parents, Busch has watched the growing population change the island.
“It’s getting a lot more crowded out here and nobody likes that,” Busch said. “But there’s nothing you can do.
If people want to move out here they have the right to.”
Busch is a member of the Lummi Island Planning Committee. In September 2003, committee members com
pleted the revised draft of the 1979 Subarea Plan. Members of the committee decided the original plan was out
dated because of population growth.

S'"

Lummi Island's southern half rises high
above Bellingham Bay. The northern
half of the island, where most of the
islanders live, lies flat at lower eleva
tions near the water’s edge.
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In the new draft, the committee members propose downzoning the minimum lot sizes. The downzone would
decrease density by changing minimum lot sizes from one house per three acres to one house per five acres.
According to the draft, this downzone would better follow the Washington Growth Management Act’s rural ele
ment requirements and help preserve the rural character of the island. By lowering density, the downzone would
also ease the demand on the island’s water supply.
Much of the community disagrees with the downzone, but the opposition has been poorly represented, said Art
Thomas, an islander who resigned from the planning committee in October.
“I feel the plan reflects the desires of the committee and not the community,” Thomas said. “There was no dia
log between the community and the committee. During public comment periods in meetings the comments were
of frustration towards the process rather than ideas about the plan.”
The new draft also suggests limiting the number of annual building permits to allow a 1.9 percent growth rate,
or about 12 houses per year during the next 20 years. Committee members recommended this growth rate, based
on water studies from 1979, until new studies are able to more accurately determine groundwater quantity and
quality and the island’s carrying capacity.
Ronald Schmidt, a hydrological consultant, conducted hydro-geologic studies on the island in the late 1970s for
the 1979 Subarea Plan, but was only able to create an estimate of the island’s north end carrying capacity, accord
ing to the new draft. Schmidt estimated the north end could sustain 2,380 people based on the assumption that the
water-use levels were near 100 gallons per person per day (gppd). According to the new draft, 150 gppd is a more
accurate amount of daily water use. After recalculating Schmidt’s estimates, committee members projected the
island’s north-end carrying capacity to be 1,587 people.
“The majority of the community wants to find out about the water first, before downzoning,” Thomas said.
“The committee says ‘better safe than sorry,’ and wants to downzone before water studies because they’re afraid
studies will find that there is even more water (than Schmidt estimated.)”
If new studies find that the island’s carrying capacity is greater than what Schmidt estimated, water wouldn’t
be a valid reason to downzone or limit the growth rate, Thomas said.
“Some people have the notion that a water study answers everything, but if they knew anything about hydrol
ogy they would understand how complicated it is to form a water budget,” said Wynn Lee, islander and planning
committee member. “We have objective data from the Department of Health that shows we have a water prob
lem and the Growth Management Act requires that we take a ‘no risk approach.’”
Currently, the year-round population is more than 800 residents and in the summer the number nearly doubles,
according to the 2000 U.S. Census. Groundwater is the only source of water on the northern end. During the summer,
many residential wells at this end run low, requiring residents to conserve water. Saltwater leaches into many shore
line wells and some wells have high levels of arsenic, according to the draft. Exposure to arsenic can cause cardiovas
cular disease, diabetes, nervous system damage and several forms of cancer, according to the American Cancer Society.
“My main concern on the island is water,” said Victor Armfield, Lummi Island Water Resource Team chairman.
“People have to be careful where they are building because the water supply is not evenly spread on the island.”
Armfield, a 16-year island resident and member of the planning committee, is working together with
Kent Nielson, island resident and part-time ecology professor at Western Washington University, to
study runoff and groundwater levels on the island.
“We’re really only now beginning to get a picture of how much water is in the ground and where it
is exactly,” Nielson said. “The Schmidt studies from 1979 were based on estimates. Now we’re
getting quantifications of run-off and recharge.”

Although the water resource team is coming up with numbers of how much
rainwater is staying on the island and how much is leaving, it remains
unknown how many people the island’s water supply can sustain. Nielson
estimates the north end of the island, starting at the base of Lummi Mountain,
has enough groundwater to sustain nearly 3,000 people at 250 gppd.
“We’re trying to be as objective about this as possible,” Nielson said. “But
we are finding what seems to be a significant amount of water on the island.”
Armfield and Nielson arrived at their estimate by measuring rainfall and
calculating the number of gallons that fall on the island per year. Assuming 60
percent evaporates, they estimated 5 percent to 7 percent runs off the island and
33 percent to 35 percent stays in the ground. By estimating that 50 percent of
the groundwater is recoverable, Nielson calculated the number of gallons of
groundwater on the north end of the island and how many people that num
ber could sustain. Nielson’s estimate is nearly 1,500 people more than what the

have a new, larger ferry. Yet, many islanders don’t want a new ferry because

committee estimated as a sustainable number of people on the north end.

it would increase growth and access to the island.

Since the summer of 2001, hydrologist Robert Mitchell, a professor at Western

“It’s hard to see the island change and grow,” islander Torrey Joyce said.

Washington University, has been supervising graduate student Bill Sullivan’s the

“The ferry lines used to be a bunch of old pick-ups and beaters. Now you

sis characterizing the hydrogeology of the northern half of Lummi Island.

see all of these people with their BMWs and Mercedes.”

“We’re just not at a point in our scientific study to predict how much
water is available,” Mitchell said.

To avoid long ferry lines, Joyce leaves her car in the Gooseberry Point
parking lot and walks on and off the ferry. Many islanders take the bus once

Sullivan’s research is expected to be finished in June 2004 and is aimed at pro

on the mainland and others carpool. For people who can’t walk to the ter

viding the best available science for making planning decisions, Mitchell said.

minal and have to commute long distances to work, waiting in the ferry line

Mitchell stressed that their job is to characterize what is going on it terms of

is the only solution, Joyce said.

water resources, not to decide if there is enough water.

According to the 20-year plan, changes in ferry service will depend on

While the revised draft of the Subarea Plan addresses the importance of

what islanders’ projections of growth and transportation conclude in the

protecting the water on the island, many islanders were disappointed to see

revised Subarea Plan. Some alternatives include replacing the ferry with a

that it didn’t focus on the ferry. According to the Public Works

larger boat, adding another ferry to run in tandem or improving park and

Department, the ferry might not be able to handle much more growth.

ride possibilities. The alternative that is chosen will depend heavily on

“I think that the ferry is going to be the limiting factor on growth before
water,” Nielson said.
During the summer, drivers sometimes wait in line for hours to catch a
ferry. The ferry has been serving the island since 1962. In 2001, it trans
ported more than 381,000 passengers.

whether or not the new Subarea Plan is approved by the Whatcom County
Council. If the plan is approved, its restrictions will permit less growth than
the 1979 plan. If the growth rate slows on the island, it will be longer until
the ferry issue needs to be resolved, Nielson said.
After three public hearings, the county planning commission brought

According to the August 2001 Phase-One Report of a 20-year plan for the

public testimony to a close in February. The commission then held a work

Lummi ferry service, the ferry system is near overload and will need to be

shop, closed to public opinion, to sort through the plan and come to an

replaced if island growth continues. The report also stated that a greater

agreement on whether it needed changes.

demand for vehicle passengers has increased the number of daily runs and
created more wear on the ferry.
Typically, the ferry runs according to schedule, providing about 38
roundtrips each weekday and fewer than 20 on Saturdays and Sundays.
During the morning and afternoon rush hours and on summer weekends,
the lines have been so long that the 18-car-capacity ferry must make extra
trips in order to get all of the vehicle passengers on and off the island.
“There are a lot more people coming and going these days,” ferry captain
Fred Nyland said. “During the winter the ferry is alright, but in the sum
mer lines get too long and people have to wait a while.”
Nyland, who has been piloting the ferry since 1980, said he would like to

“My concern is the fairness,” said Bob Wiesen, Whatcom County plan
ning commissioner. “It appears that one group got a hold of the issue and
then another group, who wanted to play, didn’t get to play.”
At the time of publication, this matter had neither been sent to the coun
ty council nor had the planning commission resolved it.
Growth continues to change the island, commuters wait in ferry lines
and an increasing number of islanders take interest in the future of Lummi
Island. For now, the rural character is intact and heavy winter rainfall is
preventing wells from running low.
The curving roads are quiet this time of year and seldom lead to stop
signs. Island homes seem to have blended into the landscape with time. And
as the future brings change to Lummi Island, residents will continue to look

Opposite: Many houses on Lummi Point sit close together in a row by the water. During the
summer months, wells in this area are susceptible to saltwater leaching when they run low.
Above right: Drivers wait to board the Whatcom Chief Ferry as captain Fred Nyland brings the
vessel into the terminal at Gooseberry Point, Lummi Indian Reservation's southwest tip.

after the island they call home. ^

O

Junior Lucas Henning studies environmental journalism at Huxley
College of the Environment. He has previously been published in The
Planet.
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BY Ben Brockhaus-Hall
PHOTOS BY Nicole Mills

A decaying fishing boat, supported by rotting crates, remains unused and unmaintained on the Lummi Reservation, The near col
lapse of the local salmon fishery has made this scene common in Whatcom County.
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Entering Buck Meloy’s Bellingham

home is reminiscent

of

waters without competition until late in the 19th century when the new

entering the hold of an old sailing ship, A picture of various species of

settlers started to realize the abundance and monetary value of the

Pacific salmon adorns the front hallway. A few boxes of canned wild and

salmon runs.

smoked salmon rest on the floor. In the living room, a parrot squawks in
its cage next to an oil painting of an old, salty sea captain.
Meloy has been a commercial fisherman for more than three decades. He
is one of a handful of Puget Sound fishing veterans who has endured the
hardships of fishing and managed to stay in the industry.

By 1899, 11 of the largest salmon canneries in the state were located in
Whatcom County. Between 1880 and 1900, the total non-native population
in Whatcom County skyrocketed from 3,137 to 22,512, according to the
U.S. Census Bureau.
From the time they moved onto the reservation until the 1970s, the

From the Boldt Decision on tribal fishing rights, strict regulations and

Lummi lost access to many of the salmon runs their tribe had always

dwindling salmon runs to the infiltration of farmed salmon, the fishing

depended on. The state tried to force the Lummi fishermen to remain

industry has taken many hits. Tribal and non-tribal fishers struggle to make

strictly on tribal waters.

a decent living, an attempt that grows more difficult each year.

“They were excluded over time, and gradually squeezed out of their

Meloy began fishing out of Bellingham Bay in 1972 as a first crewman on

share,” said Daniel L. Boxberger, author of “To Fish in Common: The

the Chuckanut Bell, a vessel rigged for gillnetting. He now limits himself to

Ethnohistory of Lummi Indian Salmon Fishing.” “This was due to regula

salmon fishing in Alaska during the summer months.

tions, general discrimination and the nature of the economic system.”

Meloy currently runs Flopping Fresh Fish Company, which sells canned

Jim Wilson, the 77-year-old vice chairman of the Lummi Natural

and smoked salmon from various locations in Bellingham and through the

Resources Commission, said he has been fishing since he was 12 years old. He

Internet. He also edits Pacific Fishing Magazine.

can remember state fishery workers harassing and arresting him in the 1950s.

Meloy said that in the early to mid-1970s, a fisherman could make a
living fishing only salmon. But these days, a typical Bellingham Bay fish
erman will fish chinook, coho and chum salmon in Puget Sound in the
fall, crab or herring in San Francisco Bay in the winter, and sockeye
salmon in Alaska in the summer. Even then, making a lot of money as a
fisherman is hard, he said.
The earliest fishermen in Whatcom County, however, had little to worry

The state workers would patrol the waters from Treaty Point to Point
Francis, Wilson said.
“They would work the line every day,” Wilson said. “If they caught us
off (the reservation), they would chase us back on.”
Randy Kinley, chairman of the Lummi Natural Resources Commission,
said his people had fished the Pacific Northwest waters for years and even
sailed up to the Fraser River to fish the sockeye run.

about aside from the weather. Lush evergreen forest blanketed the then new

In 1970, the federal government — along with a dozen Native American

state of Washington. Bellingham Bay and the surrounding waters were pris

tribes including the Lummi — sued the State of Washington on the

tine, with countless rivers and streams feeding them and an abundance of fish.

grounds that the state was not honoring the treaties signed by Washington

The Lummi people fished the waters and depended on the salmon for
survival. By the time Lummi children could walk, they were learning how
to fish for salmon in the Nooksack River.
“Salmon is our culture,” said Merle Jefferson, director of the Lummi
Natural Resources Commission.

Territory Governor Isaac Stevens in the 1850s.
The Treaty of Point Elliott, the same treaty that forced the Lummi onto
the reservation, said “The right of taking fish, at all usual and accustomed
grounds and stations, is further secured to said Indians in common with all
citizens of the Territory ...”

The Treaty of Point Elliot in 1855 forced the Lummi people, along with

The case U.S. v. Washington finally reached trial in August 1973, with

parts of the Samish and Semiahmoo tribes, to move to the Lummi

Judge George Hugo Boldt, senior judge of the Federal District Court in

Reservation at the mouth of the Nooksack River.

Tacoma, presiding.

The Lummi continued to fish the Nooksack River and surrounding

On February 12, 1974, after almost six months of court proceedings, pre
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sentation of evidence and dozens of w^itnesses heard, Boldt handed down

Indians’ needs or ability to achieve a moderate living,” Meloy said. “That mod

his historic ruling, which became known as the Boldt Decision.

erate living clause is an important clause, because it was meant to be a way of

Boldt ruled in favor of the Native Americans, reaffirming treaty rights

determining what percentage, not higher than 50, the Indians were entitled to,

and allocating 50 percent of the harvestable commercial fish to the native

and that has never been resolved. So (state) management continues as though

fishermen. Tribal fishermen throughout Washington were happy with the

50 percent is a mandate even though 50 percent is a ceiling.”

decision, while non-native fishermen and fishermen from tribes not recog
nized in the treaties were outraged
The U.S. Supreme Court overturned the Boldt Decision in 1979, but
upheld the general principle and the 50-50 allocation.
In 1994, U.S. District Judge Edward Rafeedie ruled that shellfish were to

At the time, Meloy said Native Americans had been catching only two
percent or three percent. All of the sudden the amount of harvestable fish
available to non-native fishermen was cut in half.
“A lot of non-Indians bailed out of the industry, selling their boats and
stuff,” Meloy said. “I recognize some of the Indian boats down here that
have names on them. I know what the names used to be.”

be split 50-50 as well.
When the state began to seriously enforce the Boldt Decision in 1978, vio
lence erupted on the waters. Non-native fishermen continued to fish illegal
ly, protesting the ruling. State fishery workers shot one non-native fisherman

Meloy remembers a conversation he had with a Lummi fish-buyer after
state fishery workers began to enforce the Boldt Decision.
The two men had agreed that relationships between native and non-

Fishermen bail salmon from fish traps in Bellingham Bay during the boom of the salmon
industry.

Designed in a V formation, fish traps funnel fish through several holding pens, preventing the
salmon from swimmino out. Historic ohotos courtesv of Whatcom Museum.

while he was fishing on Puget Sound. The state workers claimed the fisher

native fishermen had been getting better, but that virtually overnight the

man was trying to ram their boat. Also, non-native fishermen attempting to

Boldt Decision had thrown out all of the advances.

interfere with fishing operations damaged a Lummi boat at Point Roberts.
The Coast Guard escorted the fishermen away.
Meloy said that along with many non-native fishermen, he supported the
concept of the Boldt Decision but did not think it was fair to all fishermen.

“There was a lot of hostility and resentment (between non-native and
Native American fishermen),” Meloy said. “A lot of that resentment
was misdirected. It was the federal government that had done this to us,
not the Indians.”

“Although some of us supported the concept, we didn’t feel it was appro

Wilson, Kinley and Jefferson — of the Lummi Natural Resources

priate for the U.S. government to say that a handful of non-Indian fisher

Commission — all said they recall fights between fishermen on the

men had to pay the whole bill for our failure to enforce national treaty

docks. That violence spilled over into fights between native and non

obligations,” Meloy said.

native kids in schools.

He said the main problem with the Boldt Decision is the way it is han
dled by the state fisheries management. In the ruling, 50 percent was not a
mandate, but a ceiling, he said.
“The actual amount, the Supreme Court said, is to be determined by the

[26]
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“It was bad. It was sad,” Kinley said of the violence. “I’m sorry to say it,
but racism is still alive and kicking in our schools.”
Despite the illegal fishing, violence and protests, however, the Boldt
Decision ruling of a 50-50 allocation remains today.

Today, both Native Americans and non-natives in the commercial fish

Now, he said coho can sell for as little as 30 cents per pound.

ing industry face even more obstacles. Meloy and the Lummi Natural

Another problem commercial fishing faces is environmental damage to

Resources Commission agree that farmed salmon have hit the fishing

habitat. Kinley said there has historically been a lack of respect for salmon

industry hard by lowering prices.

and their habitat.

Meloy said salmon farming has been increasing for about 25 years. In the
early 1990s, he said, the farmed salmon began to impact the fishing indus

“In the Nooksack we’ve got critical water temperatures, flows, quanti
ties, you name it,” he said.
To protect the resource, the Lummi people have not fished the spring

try and prices started dropping.
Although the Whatcom County Council banned fish farms from the
county in 2002, importing farmed fish is still cheaper for stores than

chinook salmon run in 25 years, even though it used to yield many fish,
Jefferson said.
The Lummi Natural Resources Commission, along with the other

buying wild salmon.
“For every wild fish there is in the world, there’s two farmed

tribes that received 50 percent of the fisheries control under the Boldt

salmon,” Meloy said. “So what farm salmon has done is added 200 per

Decision, have to work with not only local governments, but state, feder

cent more fish to what has to be sold every year. Farmed salmon are

al and even the Canadian government to try to preserve salmon runs for

about 67 percent of the market’s salmon available in the world. Most

future generations, Jefferson said.
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Lummi fishermen use the areas surrounding Portage Island for clamming. Clamming is still
important to the Lummi Nation and tribal members exercise their right to the shellfish.

Buck Meloy is a commercial fisherman, editor of Pacific Fishing Magazine and manager of
Flopping Fresh Fish Company.

I think (the habitat and salmon population) Is going to gradually improve, but
it is not going to happen over night. It's not gonna happen by itself. All of the
agencies and the farmers have to work together.
MerkJefferson
director of the Lummi Natural Resources Commission

wild salmon cannot be caught inexpensively enough to compete with
(farmed fish) prices.”
The impacts of the farmed fish are devastating to the Lummi fishing
fleet, Kinley said. In the last 10 years, the fleet has dwindled from 30 purse

“I think (the habitat and salmon population) is going to gradually
improve,” Jefferson said. “But it is not going to happen over night. It’s
not gonna happen by itself. All of the agencies and the farmers have to
work together.”

seine boats to three, and from more than 160 gillnet boats to approximately

Kinley said he believes it is up to the generations of today to make sure

50, he said. Abandoned fish nets and fishing boats litter many yards on the

that future generations get the opportunity to see the salmon that he has had

Lummi Reservation.
Jefferson said he remembers seeing coho salmon sell for as much as $2.50

the chance to enjoy.

per pound and sockeye for as much as $5 per pound back around 1980.

fish people . . . the salmon people.”

“Salmon is as important to us as the air we breathe,” he said. “We’re the

o
Senior Ben Brockhaus-Hall studies journalism at Western. He has been
published in The Western Front, Klipsun, the Lynden Tribune and the
Ferndale Record-Journal.
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A beachcomber found se iw
lying amongst the cobbles

plastic syringes and vials of human blood
d broken glass of the garbage-strewn beach
After 11 years and three studies, the Department of Ecology
suggested three alternatives to mend the Cornwall landfill.

‘ V*

-H

i: Strengthen the seawall to prevent further erosionv cap the
submerged refuse with clean soil, Install storm water runoff controls
and set up a monitoring system. Estimated cost: $1.1 million.
Option 2: The same as the first alternative, but also include an asphalt cap on

the landfill. Estimated cost: $1.6 million.
Option 3: Remove existing buildings and all contaminated sediments to

onshore landfill and grade and cap site with clean sediment,
cw/; $23 million.

F»
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Traveling

south on

Bellingham’s Cornwall Avenue gives a

brief cross section of this northwestern city’s good and bad times. Like a
core sample taken from a tree, it presents lean years alongside abun
dance, delineating them in architecture rather than growth rings.
Beginning at Cornwall Park in the north, the avenue winds past well-

The Whatcom County Department of Health reacted by immediate
ly closing the beach, according to newspaper articles from the time.
Although the county determined the waste contained no active
pathogens and presented no immediate danger to humans, officials decid
ed to take a closer look at the dump.

kept family homes until it meets the grid of downtown. Then it shoots

Ecology did a Site Hazard Assessment to determine the scope of the prob

straight as a surveyor’s line due south, passing banks and 1950s-era glass

lem and ranked the site based on the potential hazards it posed to humans.

storefronts before curving southwest to accommodate the town’s skewed

Cornwall scored a two on a scale of one to five, with one being the worst.

orientation to Bellingham Bay.

Criteria for the rating were the lack of a liner, no runoff collection and con

Once it crosses Chestnut Street, a maze of warehouses and storage

trol, the toxicity of the materials, quantity of waste and its proximity to people.

tanks springs up. Only a few scrawny trees give any hint of organic life.

Initial studies found elevated levels of copper, lead, zinc, cyanide and

Concrete, asphalt and gravel smother the ground. And lying at the end of

fecal coliform in samples of liquid seeping out of the landfill’s exposed face

the road is the Cornwall Avenue landfill.

during low tide. They also found amounts of copper, lead, silver, bis(2-eth-

The old dump could be more accurately described as a “seafill” since

ylhexyl)phthalate, a chemical used to soften plastic, and PCBs in the soil

the city hauled its garbage there from 1953 to 1965 and bulldozed it

that exceeded state toxics standards. The various pollutants could cause a

directly into the bay. The accumulation of Bellingham’s waste during

variety health effects including organ damage, illness and cancer, according

those dozen years added a 10-acre area of household trash and pulp mill

to the Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry.

waste onto an existing shelf of sawmill refuse that had accumulated over
the preceding half century.

State toxics laws required cleanup of the contaminated area. Ecology
named DNR, the city and the Port as potentially liable parties.

“There was no environmental consciousness in those days,” Tom Glenn,

“This sort of dumping was a common practice for coastal communities of

a retired Port of Bellingham manager said. “Nobody thought much about

the time,” said Robyn du Pre, environmental advocate and former BayKeeper.

it. The general mindset was ‘it’s waste land — dump it there.’”

The reasoning behind the city’s decision to pile waste along the shoreline

Glenn, like his father and grandfather before him, worked on

served two purposes, du Pre said. One was getting rid of garbage and the

Bellingham’s industrial waterfront. Following his father, he worked for the

other was providing fill to build waterfront access for the city’s busy timber

Port as an engineer, then manager from 1958 to 1982. His grandfather was

and fishing industries.

a dock superintendent for the now-defunct Bloedel-Donovan sawmill.

That reasoning created environmental problems for Bellingham residents.

“There was a lot of environmental degradation committed — inno

Chip Hilarides, senior environmental engineer for Georgia-Pacific

cently — in past years by people,” Glenn said. “Today, with all the new

West, the site’s current lessee, toured the landfill recently and pointed out

environmental sensitivity and regulations, the city, the Port and the state

the problem areas. Bumping along the access road in his SUV, Hilarides

are facing millions of dollars of construction work to clean up the past.”

explained the dump’s conception.

Department of Natural Resources closed the dump in 1965, when it

“Back then, there was no RCRA,” he said, referring to the

realized the Port was allowing the city of Bellingham to dump garbage at

Environmental Protection Agency’s Resource Conservation and Recovery

the site. The dumping was in violation of the lease agreement the port

Act, the agency’s main tool in keeping tabs on hazardous wastes. “There

had with DNR, which controls state owned tidelands, said Lucy

were no laws about waste types, so anything a city generated went in there.”

Mclnerney at the Washington State Department of Ecology.

Closer inspection of the gravel among the rocks on the eroded beach

Several feet of rock and soil were laid over the top of the dump, and

reveals a trove of oddities: soles of shoes, bicycle tires partly encrusted with

large chunks of concrete and rock riprap were placed on its south and

barnacles, a cheap ballpoint pen, complete with cap, and everywhere,

west sides to keep the garbage in place.

shards of glass, pottery and plastic.

Garbage from the dump reappeared in 1992. Storms and tides had

The Bellingham Bay Pilot Project, a consortium of local, state and fed

eroded the seawall, chewing away at the landfill and scattering its con

eral agencies is looking at potential solutions to the problems at the landfill.

tents over the shallow tidelands.
In the spring of that year, a beachcomber found several plastic
syringes and vials of human blood lying amongst the cobbles and
broken glass of the garbage-strewn beacb.

“The ultimate plan,” Hilarides said, “is to cap the solid waste, armor this beach a
little better — just try to keep the marine environment separate from the landfill.”
The Cornwall Avenue landfill is a monument to the inefficiency of a quick
fix. Like the growth rings of a tree, the outcome of the clean up will be record
ed as benefit or blight along the cross section of Cornwall Avenue.

Opposite:

A jumble of concrete, glass and garbage line the shore of the Cornwall landfill.

S6nior Gig Schlich studiGS GnvironPDGntal journalism at WGStGm.
He has been published in The Western Front.
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1930s, Vernon Lane lived with his family in a two-story house on his grandmother’s farm on Portage

Island. With no electricity or running water, they relied on woodstoves and kerosene lamps for heat and light.
Everyday he rowed across the bay to the mainland of Lummi Peninsula to attend Lummi Day School.
The Lane family and the other residents of Portage Island dug for clams on the shores with views of the San
Juan Islands and Mount Baker. They hunted for ducks in the freshwater ponds that spotted the island.
“We lived off of fish all the time when we were kids,” said Lane, former chairman of the Lummi Tribal Council.
“We ate off the land. We ate oysters, clams and lots of ducks — saltwater ducks. We never starved out there.”
When the tide was low enough. Lane and the other members of the Lummi Tribe who lived on the island could
walk across the tombolo, the strip of exposed sea floor that connects the 1,000-acre island to the mainland.
Portage Island and its surrounding tidelands, including the tombolo, were part of the land reserved for the Lummi
Nation by the Point Elliot Treaty of 1855, said Larry Kinley, who was assistant business manager of the Lummi Tribal
Council during the 1970s. Historically, the Lummi Nation used the land as a burial ground and fishing area.
Neither Lane nor any other member of the tribe would have guessed that ownership of the tidelands and the
tombolo would play a role in the island’s fate in a long dispute between Whatcom County and the Lummi Nation.
“We didn’t realize the importance of our tidelands,” Lane said. “But we know now — they are priceless.”
Lor the Lummis, Portage Island is an integral part of their culture and heritage. But to the county, its 1,000
acres of saltwater beaches, wetlands and wilderness in the middle of Bellingham Bay is ideal land for a public
park. In this ongoing land struggle, a balance must be sought between the county’s desires and the tribe’s heritage.
Legal actions by the county, state, federal and tribal governments in the battle for ownership of Portage
Above: Exposed at low tide, a

Island have shaped this small and uninhabited island into a microcosm of the history of Europeans and

tombolo connects Portage Island

Native Americans.

to the mainland. Used for cen

Until the 1960s, Native American families, such as Lane’s, lived on Portage Island. In the 1960s, however, non

turies, this strip of sea floor is a
vital link to both the island's and
the Lummi's past.

native people began to buy out the land. Lane said.
The financial situation of the Native Americans at that time is important to keep in mind, Kinley said. Many
people in the tribe were poor and, because of state law, people were not eligible for public assistance such as wel-
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Portage Island is kind of symbolic in the sense that it's only separated
on the surface but it's connected to all this history. KurtRusso
contractor for the Lummi Tribal Council

fare if they owned any land.

the public could go.”

Before the 1960s, the Lummi Nation underwent a series of dramatic

In 1965 the county began to work with the tribe and together they made

cultural and financial changes that made them vulnerable to the non

an agreement that, if certain terms and conditions were fulfilled, the tribe

native population.

would grant the county access to the tidelands through a lease. Lane said.

“Feeding into this were the boarding schools breaking up families in the

Because Portage Island is reservation land, the tribe controls the tidelands.

’30s especially, the churches coming in and displacing tradition and the

By this agreement, the county would purchase the island in its entirety

money arriving, and the tribe’s going, ‘what’s this.^’” said Kurt Russo, con

for “governmental recreation park purpose, only,” according to Whatcom

tractor for the Lummi Tribal Council. “All those things added up to a

County Parks and Recreation Department. The members of the Lummi

whole generation being faced with this issue of Portage Island.”

Nation were to have free use of the tombolo and free access to the tribal

Throughout the 1900s, encroaching European settlement forced the tribe
to assimilate into a new form of government, religion and the foreign con
cept of capitalism.

tidelands for the purpose of shellfish harvest and tribal development.
Lastly, the agreement stated that prior to opening the island for public
use, negotiations should be undertaken for the county’s use of the tidelands.

“It was a real bad time for fishing, for survival, for everything,” Lane

As the county began to acquire a majority of the land on Portage, the

said. “We were getting down and out. That’s when the developers started

Bellingham Herald ran a front page article in March 1974 announcing that

coming in and buying this land from some of our people.”

Portage was opening up as a public park, Kinley said.

By the 1960s, the tribal members faced losing their land and the tribe

At that point, the county had not purchased the entire island and the use of

faced the possibility of losing access to the valuable resources on the island.

the tidelands had not been conducted in good faith, according to the Whatcom

“There was a big concern that Portage Island was going to turn into

County Parks and Recreation Department.

sort of a rich person’s play land and that the Indians would never have

“The county did not fulfill their agreement,” Lane said.

access to it,” Kinley said.

On these grounds. Lane appealed the opening of Portage Island as a

At that point, Whatcom County took an interest in the land on Portage.
The island was a possible location for a saltwater park that the public could
enjoy, said Roger DeSpain, former Whatcom County parks director.
“Portage Island’s 1,000 acres were very important,” he said. “Saltwater is
a magnet. It draws people to it. The county just had to find a place where

public park.
The Bureau of Indian Affairs brought in a judge from the Department
of the Interior to settle the issue, DeSpain said.
“We went to court and the BIA ruled that the county wasn’t allowed to
lease the tidelands,” he said.
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The county appealed the bureau’s decision, contending they had sufficiently complied with the
terms and conditions of their agreement with the tribe, according to the Whatcom County Parks and
Recreation Department. The secretary of the interior decided that further litigation to resolve the issue
would not be in the best interest of the county, the tribe or the community at large.
Thus, the county had no legal access to the land they had planned to build the park on. The Lummi Nation,
on the other hand, held the rights to these important tidelands.
So, with the help of the state and federal government, in the late 1970s, the Lummi Nation put a bill into
Congress, through Senator Warren G. Magnuson, requesting to purchase Portage back for $1.2 million. Lane said.
“A lot of work went into this,” Russo said. “Not just from the tribe, but the government as well. Senator
Magnuson was a big factor. He understood the Lummis well and helped out a lot.”
In 1979, the federal, state, county and tribal governments put together the Portage Island Memorandum
Agreement that outlined how the transfer of the title of Portage Island from the county to the tribe would
take place.
According to the agreement, the county and the tribe wished to resolve the issue of the island and had reached
an agreement that addressed the concerns of both Whatcom County and Lummi citizens.
They discussed different agreements, DeSpain said. In the end, the county opted instead to buy Semiahmoo
Park and left Portage Island for the tribe and the state to develop into parkland.
According to the agreement, the Lummi Nation had to pay the county $1.19 million on or before December 31,
1980 to regain the title to Portage Island.
“$1.25 million came in from U.S. Congress,” Russo said.
The tribe became the official owners of the island in December of 1980, DeSpain said.
“We won,” Lane said.
In the agreement that allowed the Lummi Nation to buy back Portage Island, the tribe was expected to devel
op and implement their own plan for a park on the island.
To this day, no park exists on the island and though the battles about ownership are finished, opinions on how
the island should be used in the future and when these steps should be or should have been taken are still varied.
“It’s the responsibility of the federal government, the state government and the tribe to make a park,” DeSpain
said. “They just haven’t done it.”
Reasons for the current lack of a park are unclear.
“The deal was that we’d make the park when we had funds to do so,” said Richard Jefferson, Planning Director
at the Lummi Tribal Center. “We’ve had some conversations with the state for funding. Whatever park we make
will not be a wide-open park. There are too many cultural concerns around the site to allow free access.”
The archaeological evidence found on Portage Island shows that Native Americans have been using this land
and its surrounding water as a source of food for thousands of years — as they still are today.
“Portage Island is a sanctuary for seafood,” said Garnet Adams, commercial crabber for Seawind and
Finkbonner Shellfish Companies. “It’s kind of the last sanctuary we have as natives. We’ve benefited from it since
I was a kid.”

We didn't realize the importance of our tidelands.
But we know now - they are priceless.
Vernon Lane,
former chairman of the Lummi Tribal Council

While evidence of burial grounds exists throughout Whatcom County, Portage Island is unique because it
remains untouched by development, said Sarah Campbell, an anthropology professor at Western Washington
University who has done archaeological surveys on Portage Island.
“There is probably not a day in Western Washington where someone doesn’t stick a back-hoe into a shellmidden or a burial ground,” she said. “This is one place where we can protect them and not have someone
putting a swimming pool in over ancient burial grounds.”
Presently, the island is uninhabited. With its fate still undecided. Portage Island continues to stand as a
reminder of a long history of relations between Native Americans and Europeans.
“Portage Island is kind of symbolic in the sense that it’s only separated on the surface but it’s connected to
Vernon Lane spent part of his childhood living
on Portage Island and a majority of his adult
hood fighting to maintain the Lummi Nation's
access to and ownership of the island.
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all this history,” Russo said. ^
1*
Junior Jamie Clark studies environmental journalism at Western. She
has previously been published in The Planet.

Below

the

Boulevard Park boardwalk, life thrives in a submarine meadow of eelgrass. Sea anemones,

marine worms, snails, limpets, crabs, birds, salmon and herring all depend on eelgrass.
“Many of the species that use eelgrass for habitat are species that we harvest — shrimp, crab, salmon — and
when you lose eelgrass habitat you’re going to lose the fisheries,” said Glen Alexander, education coordinator at
the Padilla Bay National Estuarine Research Reserve.
The native species of eelgrass found in Bellingham Bay, Zostera marina, grows in the muddy or sandy substrate
of shallow subtidal zones down to a depth of 22 feet. Despite eelgrass’ importance, a variety of human activities
threaten eelgrass and the species that depend on it. Dredging, filling in tidelands, prop wash from ships and urban
runoff all can damage eelgrass and its habitat. Bellingham area groups, however, are making efforts to map habi
tat to provide information for eelgrass restoration.
The greatest value of eelgrass is the habitat it provides for valuable species, Alexander said.
Juvenile salmon are dependent on eelgrass for shelter from predators. Eelgrass also provides a home for copepods, small crustaceans that live on or near the bottom, which the salmon feed on, and provides shelter for Pacific
herring eggs, which are laid on the eelgrass blades, said Erika Stroebel, Whatcom County Marine Resources
Committee resource planner.
To provide habitat, eelgrass must be able to reproduce. Reproduction occurs in two ways. Eelgrass most
I commonly reproduces by sending out rhizomes, which are horizontal, underground stems that send new
l\ shoots up through the ground, Alexander said. Eelgrass also reproduces as a flowering plant, by spreading
•' • seeds that produce new plants. Seeding is a slower method of reproduction but it allows eelgrass to spread
/ over a greater distance.
/

“Seeds will spread on currents and tides so new plants can grow,” Alexander said.
Because human activity has both intentionally and accidentally imported alien species to marine waters, eelgrass
must fight with invasive species for its habitat. Threatening invasive species include Spartina alterniflora, a rhi-

\ zomatous perennial grass that grows in salt marshes and is native to the Atlantic and Gulf coasts of the United
5\States, and Zostera japonica, a Japanese eelgrass originally from the North Pacific coast of Asia.
* I

Spartina is the more destructive of the two invasive species because it raises the elevation of mudflats by trapping
i\J,* sediments,
^
which prevents eelgrass from colonizing in its natural habitat. Native eelgrass is no longer able to colo-

\\ . u
’^ize^because the new elevation is not within its natural habitat zone, Alexander said.
BY I)reW> SwA^fNE
i \

• k

j
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\ “Ihcreates habitat that is not used by those native species,” Alexander said. “So it’s a net habitat loss.”
* V;
f
Alexander said the oyster industry introduced Zostera japonica to the Puget Sound
A

I
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area by using it to wrap imported oysters meant for cultivation in
y

b
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;

the area to keep them alive.
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A thriving eelgrass bed grows in Bellingham Bay beneath the boardwalk in Boulevard Park.
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Chris

Fairbanks,

marine

and

fisheries

biologist at

Fairbanks

Environmental Services, said Japanese eelgrass does not completely displace
the native eelgrass because they grow at different depths. The two species
overlap in the lower habitat zone of Japanese eelgrass and the upperijiabitat
zone of native eelgrass causing them to compete for some of the same space.
The non-native species has actually expanded total eelgrass habitat
colo
nizing in areas where Zostera marina cannot grow, and does not seerii to be
harming any other native species, Alexander said.
“The jury is still out,” Alexander said. “It is not clear that the intrdduction of Japonica is beneficial or detrimental. It is certain that it is

as

\* \
* ft
*
The main cause of eelgrass habitat destruction in Bellingham Bay caA

“We assume that it can be continuous where the habitat is appropriate,”

detrimental as Spartina.”

Fairbanks said.

attributed to the expansion of Bellingham. Today, 90 percent of former estu-\

So far Bellingham Bay has had one restoration project located at the

$
%
arine habitat in the bay is dry ground, Fairbanks said. Squalicum Harbor aAd

Georgia-Pacific West log pond, adjacent to the G-P facility at the Whatcom

the rest of the Bellingham central waterfront area sit atop what used to

, Waterway, which was once used by G-P for storing log rafts. G-P designed

%

the project to deal with contaminated sediments. Eelgrass restoration was a

%

mudflats or near shore estuarine environment.

%

side benefit. Under the Washington state sediment management standards,

“(The shoreline) is so different now than it has been historically,” \

%

the^J3epartment of Ecology required G-P to cap and confine contaminated

Fairbanks said.
Fairbanks said many types of shoreline and near shore development are

'sediments located in the log pond. The contaminants in the log pond

threats to eelgrass habitat and restrictive managemei%t regulations are

iftcluded mercury discharged from the pulp mill, wood debris from the log
rafts akd other coptaminants, said Chip Hilarides, senior environmental
\
«
engi'nee\ at G-P.

enforced to prevent habitat destruction.

\
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i%

%4 %%
% %
% %

I %

i %
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i i
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The greatest value of eelgrass is the habitat for valuable species.
GlemAlexander, * \
\ ^
S %
education coordinator at the Padilla Bay National Estuarine Research Reserve
a

*
. * -4
“As we *^ere
designing
the project, we said ‘well, let’s design a cap to con-

The simplest type of damaging development is dock/buiiding, which
shades the eelgrass from sunlight critical for photosynthesis, Eairbanks
^
I
said. Other harmful developments include dredging becaiise
it removes
^
§
the eelgrass and its substrate — the mud or sand on wjiich
the eelgrass
\ *5
grows — and large vessels because their props create w^tdr turbulence

that disturbs the substrate.

\

%% ^%
Fairbanks said for any shoreline development project to b<^^n,
it must
first go through a number of regulations enforced by governm'^nt bodies

fine the cqntaminatiqn\but also design a restoration project,’” Hilarides
said. “We .didn’t tell apypne that ‘darnit eelgrass is gonna grow, we’re sure
h
* *t sure of that.”
of that,’ ’cause
we werqn
Hilar&s said the cap’i design was meant to create sediment in the log
pond a/ i proper elevat^oA and with proper sediments to allow a habitat
suited fqr natural colonisation of eelgrass. The project was not specifically
aim^^d

ranging from county shoreline management boards to the U.\. Army
Corps of Engineers.

4

eelgrass restoradoh.

/Hil^Vides said, howevqr, ithat he had still hoped it would colonize natu-

\

rally,,which it did.

Despite increased habitat protection, protecting /Jj eelgrass habitants dif

I

* I

‘Because our habitat action was a voluntary action, we wanted to see how
•

ficult because no comprehensive mapping progratm has ever taken pla^e.
Fairbanks said that many unknown eelgrass,E^Hs probably exist betvfeen

S% S0

went and did anything like (planting eelgrass),”

hq said|

the known eelgrass beds, but they have not yefbfcen mapped. When the cor
rect habitat is available, Fairbanks said, eelgrk^s should grow.

J s

it forked first before

/ Thef‘project was cqmpleted in early 2001 and eelgrass appeared
betwepd the depths of |wo to six feet below the surface 18 months later.
iThe ,eqlg rass beds in t||e log pond are likely continuing to expand and
grow,/Hilarides said. Ji

%
%

*

*1

Intended to cap sediifients and protect the bay, the log pond cleanup pro-

s ^

^

3 g

^ s

an opportunity fqf the eelgrass to come back. The eelgrass is already

g

g

j

^tp^rting to show signs pf establishing the habitat that make it such a vital
«H4

part of the bay environment.

O
3 «j Senior Drew SwayE^'studies environmental journalism at Western. He
jhas been publisheddn The Western Front.
%
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Slipping on loose landscaping bark, Tess Wolkin follows a buried path down an embankment. At the
bottom, she veers right around a pile of blackberry cuttings, then left around a cement-block wall. Across the
railroad tracks, she climbs over piled rock to get over another wall and up the hill. After stepping over a low
fence, she’s back on the trail again.
Three years ago, an easy-to-follow trail ran down the embankment and up the other side of the railroad tracks
and connected Fairhaven to Boulevard Park. Three years of effort by the Burlington Northern Santa Fe Railroad
and the City of Bellingham have gone into blocking the trail. The obstacles start with signs and a fence and end
with the layer of landscaping bark that makes the path slippery and messy.
A new connection between Fairhaven and Boulevard, the Taylor Avenue dock, is slated for completion in June
2004. Until then, unless a person is willing to trespass, getting to Boulevard Park from Fairhaven requires turning
away from the bay and walking along the road half a mile to the Boulevard Park parking lot.
The railroad bisection of the South Bay Trail is just one of the barriers to waterfront access in Bellingham.
From the southern city limits to the northern edge of the urban growth area, public access to three-fourths
of Bellingham’s 11-mile waterfront is cut off by the BNSF’s railway line, industrial development and a land
fill. What is left is a disjointed assortment of parks and public trails and the challenge of finding ways to
improve public access.
Wolkin is glad the city recognizes the need for convenient access.
“Our waterfront is nice; you want to be able to get to it.” Wolkin said. “Boulevard Park is my favorite because
it is kept up and a good place to run.”
Whether it’s Boulevard Park in the winter or Marine Park in the summer, three-year-old Brady Wilson goes to
■I

the beach almost every day. Throwing rocks in the water is high on his lists of favorite things, up there with play
ing baseball and chewing gum. During the summer when days are longer, Brady walks to the grassy Marine Park
in Fairhaven with his mom and little sister. In the winter, the family drives to Boulevard Park, where Brady runs
around with other kids,
In the former site of the E. K. Wood Mill, Boulevard Park is built on fill like most of Bellingham s shore, sal
welirphoto hisfdriahTor the Whatcom Museum. The park has a lawn,"a paved path and benches fiicirig^tne
bay, but a very limited beach. Between the benches and the water, the shore is stabilized by riprap. Because the
rocks are jagged and slippery, Brady’s mom won’t let him climb over the boulders to get to the water.
Zuanich Park at the Squalicum Harbor Marina and Tom Glenn Common in front of the Hotel Bellwether are
similar to Boulevard. Both have lawns, paths and riprap and are popular for kite flying. Both are located on the
outer edges of the harbor, with little pedestrian connection or access to the water.
The short, poorly connected segments of public access do not encourage the public to access the
waterfront, said Robyn du Pre, environmental advocate
and former Bay Keeper.

“People don’t want to get in their cars and drive across town to walk for 20 minutes on the beach,” du Pre said.
A map from Bellingham’s Parks Department shows half a mile of public tidelands south of Marine Park, sand
wiched between the bay and the armored wall of the BNSF tracks. The beach is not accessible at high tide.
The high bluffs of weathered sandstone covered with red-barked madrona trees on Clark’s Point make
great vantage points for watching the sun sink behind Lummi Island. Despite signs warning against trespass
ing, groups of colleges students, couples coming to watch the sunset and families from nearby neighborhoods
fill the tracks leading to the bluffs on a sunny afternoon.
Railroads on the waterfront shaped Bellingham’s development. Extractive industries, including coal min
ing, fishing and logging brought in multiple railroads, which worked in tandem with shipping to move the
raw material and goods, Jewell said. The city and community groups have turned some of these rail lines into
public trails. Others, such as the Burlington Northern Santa Fe line, are still in use and form a barrier between
Bellingham and the bay.
“One of our biggest barriers has been trying to work around the railroads,” said John Blethen, a former vol
unteer for Greenway trail linkage projects around the bay. “Their interests and the interests of the community
are not the same.”
BNSF is interested in safe crossings, Blethen said. In the case of the unsafe south bay trail crossing used by
Wolkin, they responded with a cement block wall.
“They contend that they are federally mandated and that they don’t need permission to do what they want,”
Blethen said.
Once completed, the Taylor Avenue dock will connect the south bay trail with Boulevard Park via a bridge over
the tracks and a boardwalk along the beach. While it will not access the beach, the walkway will give unobstructed
views of the bay and the Lummi Peninsula.
People looking for direct access to the water follow Boeder Avenue past Squalicum Harbor until the road ends at
the Mt. Baker Plywood entrance. There, past the entrance to the mill’s parking lot, a gravel lot leads to the beach.
Little Squalicum beach runs nearly a mile to the north. Past that point, public lands are patch-worked with private
property that extends down to the mean low tide line.
Du Pre has tried unsuccessfully to learn where access on this beach is legal, but others haven’t bothered.
Life-long Bellingham resident Mike Danielson has been walking this beach since he was a boy hunting rab
bits near the Nooksack delta.
“I don’t worry about it,” Danielson said about the distinction of private versus public beach.
Not all property owners are bothered, either.
Set on the bluff above the beach, Steve Satushek’s house looks out to the bay over the top of a thick knot of trees
and underbrush at the edge of the beach.
“Beach ownership has enhanced my connection to the bay, made it more intimate,” Satushek said. “With the
woods, there is room for public access and private property together.”
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Satushek said he doesn’t mind when people walk along the loop trail he
made through the trees at the base of the bluff he lives on.
“My property line goes all the way out to low tide,” Satushek said. “In the
summer time, that’s way out there. I don’t know why I should own all this.”
The biggest barrier to the beaches is not that they are private, but that
people can’t find access, said Chad Umland, a land manager with the
Department of Natural Resources.
“Even where tidelands may be public, it is likely that there is no upland
access, because most of that land is owned privately,” Umland said.

“There is (currently) a public beach at Cornwall Avenue and Wharf
Street,” said Patricia Decker, director of the Waterfront Futures Group.
The public access at Cornwall and Wharf is a tiny patch of gravel beach
with views of the Cornwall landfill, the BNSF railroad and the Bellingham
Shipping Terminal.

Before Cliffside Condominiums, the cement plant and Mt. Baker

The Cornwall landfill itself and the tidelands below it take up as much

Plywood, when street car lines ran to street ends, owners of bay property

of Bellingham’s shoreline as Boulevard Park and are controlled by the Port.

allowed public access, Jewell said.

Decker would not comment on what the plans for the Cornwall landfill are.

Streets that end at the bay are now marked with white “no beach access”
signs below their dead end signs.
Locust Avenue off Marine Drive is a dead end without a “no beach
access” sign. Cars can park in the three to four spaces alongside the road. A

Georgia-Pacific West, the largest private land owner on the bay,
according to the Bellingham Planning Department, will have roughly 90
acres for sale in the next two to five years, said Chip Hilarides, senior envi
ronmental engineer at G-P.

path off the right side of the dead end twists down the bluff to a public

Plans for the site stress mixed industrial, retail and residential uses.

beach, marked at its north end by the graffiti-covered private beach sign of

Decker said she hoped this would form a 24-hour community of people

the Cliffside community.

who would live, work and shop in the area, not just come to the area for the

While the patchwork design of public beaches on the bay’s north and
south ends may impede access, the biggest barrier for the general public is
the industrial development between Boulevard Park and Tom Glenn
Common, Jewel said.
During the first 100 years of Bellingham’s development, waterfront

workday and desert it at night. That type of development would increase
public access to the waterfront.
“I would like, and expect, to see better trail connections and vehicular
connections,” Decker said. “I see a fairly good sized ribbon of public access
all along the water, with housing developments of three to five stories.”

access meant access for industry, Jewell said. But waterfront demands have

G-P’s site is built on fill 15 feet above the water, if the area becomes

changed during the decades as industry moved away from the waterfront

public, it would be another place for the public to view the water, as long

and the public’s interest in the waterfront grew.

as they look down.

Bellingham needs to update its shoreline master plan by the end of 2005,
according to the Department of Ecology. As required by the Shoreline
Management Act, the master plan must include public access. What that
access entitles the public to is up for debate.
The city and Port created the Waterfront Futures Group in 2003 to help
assess the needs of the community in developing a new shoreline master
plan, said Steve Koch, a member of the Waterfront Futures Group.

Despite the distance this type of access puts between people and the
water. Decker claims this is the type of access people want.
“We interact with the water passively,” du Pre said. “We can go look
at the water from a mown lawn. Natural shore versus riprap makes a dif
ference in people’s experience, and there are certainly impacts to their
perception of the bay.”
Du Pre said she would rather have better kayak access in the south bay, but
understands the need for development that will ultimately draw more people.
“I am a little sad about the way that Bellingham is going,” du Pre said. “I
am not in love with my access to the waterfront being boutiques.” «
if

i: Steve Satushek, a private beach owner, allows
access to his property. 2: Brady Wilson enjoys a
Saturday afternoon adventure on the rocks at

Senior Laurel Kaminski studies math and environmental science at
Western. This is her first published piece.

Boulevard Park. 3: less Wolkin disregards BNSF's "No
Trespassing" sign as she trains for the Chuckanut
Mountain 50 kilometer Trail Run.

PREVIOUS page: Lalia Evans and Aaron Seaton enjoy
a quiet Saturday afternoon off Locust Drive with their
dogs Kaia and Gonzo. Evans and Seaton frequent this
beach because of the low numbers of visitors.
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On a routine kayak patrol near Cherry Point in late August 2003,
Wendy Steffensen maneuvered her kayak through a white dust on the
surface of the water.
“When I first saw the white particulate on the water we were too far
from Intalco (aluminum smelter) to see where it was coming from exactly,”
Steffensen said. “I was curious and somewhat alarmed. I asked myself,
‘what is it and where did it come from?’”
Steffensen grabbed her digital camera and began snapping pictures.

As the only BayKeeper in Bellingham, Steffensen acknowledges the job
can take up much of her time.
“It depends on how much you take on personally,” she said. “You take
the job because you care and sometimes you want to give beyond your capa
bility. My job is where my focus is.”
Steffensen said her job is to keep the Department of Ecology and indus
try honest. She dedicates the majority of her time to commenting on public
documents concerning pollutants entering public waterways.

As the North Sound BayKeeper, Steffensen acts as an industry watch

“It is important to make sure Ecology and industrial facilities know

dog, community educator and public advocate for the waters of Whatcom

someone is watching,” Steffensen said. “My comments show that we have

and Skagit counties. She spends her time on kayak and foot patrols,

credibility and staying power among Ecology and industry.”

speaking to groups about development on Bellingham Bay, commenting

The permits that take the most of Steffensen’s time are the National

on pollution discharge permits and educating the community through

Pollution Discharge Elimination System permits because they are the first

events such as beach walks. Without her presence, industry action could

regulatory defenses to prevent businesses around Bellingham Bay from pol

go unchecked and environmental problems in the bay could become

luting illegally in and around the bay, she said.

unmanageable before they were noticed.

“The BayKeeper program has developed a reputation for providing

“The BayKeeper serves as a voice for the health of our local marine

strong scientific oversight on the variety of NPDES permits, shoreline

waters,” said Carl Weimer, executive director at RE Sources, a non-prof

permits and cleanup activities,” Weimer said. “Through this oversight,

it organization that specializes in environmental education and sponsors

many valuable changes have been made in some of these permits to fur

the BayKeeper program.

ther protect the environment.”

As BayKeeper, Steffensen is a member of the National Waterkeepers

Steffensen said she cannot do the job alone and relies on the work of

Alliance, an organization that acts as a national network of waterkeepers.

volunteers to do research and help her keep an eye on the bay. Eileen

The organization has 50 keepers around the country. Its mission is to

Herring was the volunteer who worked on getting information about

protect water bodies from polluters. The system’s advocates around the

the condition of the water at Cherry Point. Herring provided Steffensen

nation look after rivers, coastlines and lakes.

with the research that allowed Steffensen to identify the white dust she

In 2003 Steffensen, 39, took over the BayKeeper position from Robyn du
Pre, and moved into a corner office at RE Sources overlooking the bay.

found near Cherry Point as alumina, a metallic, insoluble material used
during aluminum refining.

“We hired Wendy because she has a great toxicology background, was

Upon further investigation, Steffensen found that the dust was coming

already well up to speed on local issues and had worked with us as a volun

from a “clamshell” scoop that was unloading ore from a barge at the

teer on pollution permit research,” Weimer said. “In other words, she was

Intalco dock. Through Steffensen’s findings, Intalco and Ecology have

the most qualified candidate for the job.”

begun working together to make certain that next time she, and others,

Steffensen graduated with a master’s degree in environmental toxicol
ogy from Cornell University in 1993. Before arriving in Bellingham,
Steffensen lived in Connecticut. In 1997 she ventured out west with her
boyfriend on a road trip.

will be kayaking through clean water.
Steffensen works diligently as a spokesperson to get people involved with
the issues surrounding the bay.
“The (BayKeeper) is there to protect our health and our future, and if you live

Steffensen has worked several jobs ranging from research assistant to

in Bellingham, the bay is integrally tied to both of those issues,” Herring said.

environmental health specialist. She was an instructor at Western

“The bay is where we live. We eat, drink and breathe it; its life is critical to ours.

Washington University before starting her position as BayKeeper.

We can take proper care of it and prosper, or we can abuse it at our own peril.”

Steffensen’s interests are in politics and science and she said she was look
ing for a job that could bring the two together.
“What I wanted to do was work that would fulfill me,” Steffensen said.

Steffensen has made it her goal to invoke excitement about issues sur
rounding the bay. She encourages people to go patrolling with curiosity and
implores them to investigate the things that catch their eye.

o
Senior Joni Schiffner studies journalism with an emphasis on public
relations at Western. She has been published in Klipsun and the
Western Front
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